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Chapter 2281: Collaboration plan 

  

The soul of the old man twilight has been divided into two parts, one in the old man twilight’s body, and 

the other in the skeleton rosary on the wrist of the necromantic general. 

 

Naymor could communicate with the old man twilight through the rosary at any time. After learning 

about the overall plan of the twilight old man, he looked at the dark demon patriarch Manding who was 

kneeling in front of him, and said: “Dive into the stream and revive the son of the beast **** inside. ” 

 

“Yes.” Manding replied respectfully. He stood as a black shadow and quickly ran out of the cave, and the 

exit was not far from the Shekou defensive position. 

 

Zheng Yuan and Zhang Zibo who were patrolling outside Shekou sensed the fluctuations in the dark 

demon’s aura at the same time. The two had been practicing perception spells and had already 

practiced to a certain extent. In anger, the two rushed to Manding’s position, but, It was evening at this 

time, and Manding was extremely fast at night. Zheng Yuan and Zhang Zibo led the team to chase for an 

hour but did not catch up. Finally, they could no longer feel the breath of the dark demon on a plain. 

 

“Damn it.” Zheng Yuan scolded and said: “It must be Manding. I can recognize his breath. He even dared 

to sneak over. There must be some conspiracy.” 

 

Zhang Zibo said solemnly, “Something’s wrong, let’s go back and have a look.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Zheng Yuan asked. 

 



Zhang Zibo asked: “How dare the Dark Demon come over during the day, the vegetation outside Shekou 

has been burned down, where is he hiding?” 

 

Zheng Yuan suddenly woke up and said, “He has been hiding there a long time ago. Is there a cave 

there?” 

 

“Hurry back.” Zhang Zibo greeted, and led his men to the place where they first perceived the Dark 

Demon. In a cave on a low mountain, they found a complete teleportation array. Unfortunately, they 

didn’t. Know how to use this formation. 

 

Zheng Yuan opened the phone and contacted the old man Chi Mu, reported the matter again, and 

asked: “Master Chi Mu, can you contact the Imperial Capital and find someone to crack this 

teleportation array. If you can reverse the teleportation, you may be able to find the dark demon’s lair. ” 

 

Twilight was shocked with a cold sweat on his back. 100 meters below the teleportation formation was 

the cave of the Necromantic General. He quickly said: “Muddy Jiu and the White Lion are on the front 

line preparing for battle. Shekou may increase troops at any time, absolutely not. Then open up the 

fourth battlefield, quickly destroy the teleportation array, and patrol around. If there is another 

teleportation array, it will be destroyed.” 

 

Zheng Yuan and Zhang Zibo were dumbfounded. The two did not expect that Chi Mu was the order, but 

Chi Mu was right. It was their boss again. They could only nod their heads and agree, and after 

destroying the teleportation array, they continued to look for other teleportation formations. 

 

The old man lately sent a video call, and he was secretly relieved when he saw the two destroy the 

teleportation array. After closing the video, he said to Nimor in his soul: “Your Excellency, the dark 

demon you sent out is too careless. , Unexpectedly shocked the human legion and discovered the 

teleportation array above.” 

 

“I see.” Naymor felt uncomfortable. He didn’t expect Manding to be so wasteful and said: “I will punish 

him for his stupidity. Your on-the-spot processing ability is very good. I will reward you with more 

lifespan.” 

 

“Thank you General,” the old man said excitedly. 

 



Naymor cut off the call. He didn’t pay much attention to the subordinates like the old man, because the 

old man’s weakness was already in his hands. As long as the old man wants to live, he must always obey 

his orders. 

 

Naymor flipped the skull rosary on his wrist, and the next one contained half of the soul of Dark Demon 

Mandin. The red light in his eyes hit the soul in the rosary. 

 

“Ah~!” 

 

Manding, running at full speed on the grassland, suddenly let out a harsh scream. The sharp pain from 

the depths of the soul made him unable to stay in the shadows. His body suddenly fell out of the 

shadows and fell on the grass. Hurriedly asked through the soul: “Your Excellency, what did I do wrong, 

you have to punish me like this, please let you go.” 

 

Naymor stopped shining red light in his eyes, and said angrily: “Trash, let humans discover your traces 

and lost a teleportation array. This is my punishment for you. If there is another mistake, I will take you 

Throw his soul into blood purgatory and feel what life is better than death.” 

 

Manding’s cold sweat came down, and he hurriedly cried and said: “Your Excellency General, I will never 

dare anymore, I must be more careful.” 

 

“Continue with the mission.” Naymor cut off the call. 

 

Manding breathed a sigh of relief, stood up and looked back in the direction of Shekou, with a hideous 

expression on his face, and cursed: “Damn human beings, I want you to feel desperate.” 

 

“Shadow Movement” 

 

Manding’s body went into darkness again and ran towards the direction of Xishi. 

 

… 

 



On the other side, the two necromantic crows that flew out of Shekou were also flying at full speed. Like 

Manding, they came out at night and day. Two days later, the first crow flew to the palace of Riyue 

Mountain. The other two patriarchs, Mons and Zarha, had a drink in the palace. 

 

“Human things are really wonderful, I like this wine.” Mons drank happily, his pale face became ruddy. 

 

Zalha toasted and said: “Celebrate the deaths of both humans and the natural protoss in advance. We 

took the opportunity to kill both of them.” 

 

“Drink~!” Bikas was also quite excited, raising his glass and shouting. 

 

The three of them drank the strong wine in the glass, and just put the glass on the table, the 

necromantic crow broke through the window and stood above the wine table. 

 

“Quah~!” 

 

The necromancer crow screamed, which caused the three demons to show their surprised expressions 

at the same time. Bikas frowned and said: “Necromancer? Our demons have nothing to do with your 

necromancer family. Who are you here on behalf of.” 

 

The old man’s voice came from the crow’s mouth, saying: “The dirty wine approved by the Holy Spirit 

has not died. is reborn and returned, and his strength has reached the peak of Tier 3, and there is the 

possibility of breaking through Tier 4 at any time. Running towards Riyue Mountain with the legion, if 

you can’t kill him in a short time, all your demons will die in the hands of Tier 4 holy spirit wine before 

the next red moon night.” 

 

The three demons could not sit still this time. They all sat up straight and stared at the necromantic 

crow. Zalha said angrily: “I don’t believe it, he used the second-order body to activate the third-order 

peak spell in front of us. Transformation, no one can survive.” 

 

The Necromancer sneered and said: “I don’t need to lie, don’t you know if you send someone to see it?” 

 



Mons believed a little, because it really didn’t make sense to lie, and asked: “Why do you tell us this, 

what is your purpose? And who do you represent?” 

 

The Necromancer said: “I am here on behalf of the Necromancer general. Tomorrow morning, the 

turbid wine party will gradually begin to attack you. You are responsible for killing the turbid wine, and I 

am responsible for containing the other legions of the human race. You have always been clear about 

our purpose, whether to cooperate. , The three decide.” 

 

The purpose of the natural gods and necromancers is naturally to sacrifice to all the humans in the 

dungeon, so as to allow the higher-order existence of the natural gods to come as soon as possible. This 

is the most feared thing of the demon race, but the stale wine is possessed by the holy light spirit. They 

also didn’t want to see the dirty wine, the three demons looked at each other, and finally thought about 

it and said together: “Okay, let’s work together. Tomorrow morning, we will attack the dirty wine.” 

 

“Happy cooperation.” The necromantic crow turned into a black light and dissipated in the air, leaving 

only an empty crow corpse. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2282: General Fire Spirit comes out of the mountain 

  

On the roof of the fortress in the center of Shekou, the old man sighed. The demons agreed to help. It 

was up to General Huo Ling. He contacted the Necromantic General through his soul and said: “Master, I 

am not equal in strength with General Huo Ling, I’m afraid I can’t persuade him, but I have to ask you to 

speak for yourself.” 

 

In the underground cave, a red light appeared from the skeleton’s eye sockets of the Necromancer, 

rubbing the skull rosary and said, “I’ll negotiate with him.” 

 

The late old man transferred the control of the crow to the necromantic general. The crow who had 

flown to the Dan City crater flashed a red light, flew straight to the crater of the largest volcano, and 



shouted at the hot lava lake below: ” Abacus, I’m Nemor, the Necromancer, and I have something to talk 

to you.” 

 

The rolling magma lake suddenly bulged upward. When it reached a height of 50 meters, the magma fell 

like a waterfall in a conical shape, exposing the upper body of a flame demon. 

 

Abacus, General Fire Spirit, who was hit hard through the passage of time and space, has recovered 

most of his body at this time. The terrifying flame face stared at Neymor with a grin, and said, “Why 

send a crow to spread the word, because I am afraid that I will kill you. ?” 

 

With a sneered expression on the crow’s face, he said, “I knew you were going to kill me. I was already 

hiding. You will never find it.” 

 

Abacus frowned and said, “Don’t you want to kill me the same way? What’s the point of saying this? Tell 

me the purpose of your coming to me this time.” 

 

Naymor controlled the crow and said, “Tell you bad news. There is actually a man named Zhou Tianming 

who has a demon bloodline, and he has defeated the ancient demon and gained all the strength of the 

opponent. It is very possible to advance to Tier 4. Lu Yang is also being promoted to Tier 4, and he will 

also enter Tier 4, and their primary purpose is to kill you. If you don’t want to die, then cooperate with 

me to kill humans together.” 

 

“What a joke?” Abacus didn’t believe it at all, and said with a sneer: “Humans had the highest strength 

before, Lu Yang, who had just reached the third rank. What ability does he have to advance to the fourth 

rank in such a short period of time.” 

 

Naymor said: “I know you don’t believe it, but the badly damaged body of the turbid wine has 

completely recovered and returned, with the help of the ancient holy light elf. It is also from his mouth 

that Lu Yang is about to be promoted to Tier 4. As for That Zhou Tianming who has a demon 

transformation, even if he has only Tier 3, can still hit you badly. Now Zhou Tianming has arrived near 

the crater with a team. His task is to destroy the fire demon who is following you. If you don’t believe it, 

you can send someone. Go out and have a look, and you will know the true and the false.” 

 

Abacus frowned and said, “If what you said is true, let’s talk about cooperation. If you dare to lie to me, I 

will burn you to ashes.” 



 

“boom” 

 

Two golden rays of light shot from Abacus’s eyes, hitting the crow’s body, burning it to ashes. 

 

Naymor’s consciousness flew out of the crow in an instant, he cursed angrily, and muttered to himself: 

“I know you idiot will be fooled. When my body recovers, I will kill you with my own hands and change 

you. Become my flame slavery.” 

 

Zhou Tianming’s mission to the vicinity of Dan City’s crater was surveillance, not an offensive at all. 

Naymor had lied, but this also made Abacus feel a crisis. 

 

“Fire Demon Legion, go outside to meet our friends and kill them all.” Abacus snarled orders. 

 

“Respect, Lord General” Margmart, the patriarch of the Fire Demon clan, knelt beside Abacus and stood 

up and said: “Warriors of the Fire Demon clan, follow me down the mountain.” 

 

Nearly ten thousand fire demons jumped out of the magma in the surrounding volcanic crater and ran 

down the mountain. From a distance, it looked like a volcanic eruption and magma flowing out of the 

crater. 

 

Having been stationed five kilometers away from the crater, Zhou Tianming, who was conducting 

remote surveillance, immediately felt something was wrong, and said to Zhou Tianyan behind him: “Tell 

all brothers to gather quickly and prepare to retreat.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Zhou Tianyan asked curiously. 

 

Zhou Tianming said: “This magma is not right. It looks like a large number of fire demon descends from 

the mountain, not like a volcanic eruption.” 

 

“I’ll notify the brothers to gather.” Zhou Tianyan also felt something was wrong. If there are a large 

number of Balrogs going down the mountain, there are only two possibilities, one is to attack Shekou, 

and the other is to find them. 



 

“Gather, everyone gather.” 

 

“Everyone is ready to fight.” 

 

… 

 

1,000 soldiers and 200 water-based mages quickly ran out of the tent, and just assembled, Zhou 

Tianming shouted: “Leave the tent, everyone retreat with me.” 

 

Nearly ten thousand fire demon teams were patrolling outside, and it didn’t take half an hour to find 

them. He didn’t know what happened to the dirty wine, which caused the enemy to take such actions, 

so he could only lead people to escape quickly. 

 

Fortunately, the Jagged Brotherhood has strict discipline. More than a thousand people did not ask 

another question, and quickly retreated to Shekou after Zhou Tianming. They all rode mounts and ran 

extremely fast. 

 

When Magmat led the people to discover the camp, Zhou Tianming had already run dozens of 

kilometers away, and the furious Magmat quickly released the firebird to pass the news to Abacus. 

 

Abacus did not expect that he, a Tier 4 spirit-level general, would not actively provoke humans. Humans 

would take the initiative to provoke him. In rage, Abacus walked out of the crater and personally led the 

team to chase Zhou. Dawn. 

 

Even if it is fifty kilometers away, the shocking sight of General Huo Ling walking out of the volcano 

crater in the dark can make people feel the trembling of the soul. 

 

Zhou Tianming never expected that one of his actions would have caused such big consequences. He 

reproached himself and said: “Brothers, I’m sorry everyone, follow me to the place reserved by the boss, 

you will retreat after you finish your work. I will deal with General Fire Spirit.” 

 



Zhou Tianyan grabbed Zhou Tianming’s arm and said, “Brother, die together with you. You didn’t leave 

your escaping brother.” 

 

“That’s right.” The water mage Hailang said firmly: “From the day the Jagged Brotherhood was 

established, has not had this order. We will fight with you, and we will die together.” 

 

“Yes, die together.” 

 

… 

 

The people who followed Zhou Tianming shouted one after another. When the people behind knew 

what was going on, they also yelled. This made Zhou Tianming, a tough guy, teary eyes. 

 

“My dear brothers, I am sorry for everyone, and I will pay you back in my next life.” Zhou Tianming said 

decisively without looking back. 

 

He was afraid that when he turned his head, he couldn’t help crying! 

 

While Zhou Tianming continued to retreat here, the demons also left Riyue Mountain on the other side. 

Under the cover of the night, they were looking for traces of turbid wine outside the city. What they 

didn’t know was that turbid wine left alone. After leaving the team, he first flew to the foot of Sunyue 

Mountain by Fire Crow. He happened to see the action of the three major demons leading the team 

down the mountain, and he quickly ordered the team to retreat. 

 

The large group in the rear is only 20 kilometers away from Riyue Mountain. It’s too late to escape this 

distance. The Fire Lion and Fire Crow both got here after running for a day. A small number of people 

took cover, and most of them fled for their lives. 

 

  

  

  

 



Chapter 2283: Great crisis 

  

Zhuojiu didn’t know how the enemy knew he was coming, but he knew very well that the enemy’s goal 

was him. If he left the large army alone and led the enemy away, then he would be no different from 

sending him to death. 

 

One more thing, today’s turbid wine is no longer the turbid wine it used to be. With the help of Malthus, 

a golden light appeared in the body of the turbid wine. Then, a golden turbid wine that was exactly the 

same as him was copied from his body, which was a Malthusian form. Become. 

 

Zhuojiu respectfully said to Malthus: “Please, the more time you delay, the better.” 

 

“Look at me.” Malthus turned into a golden light and ran towards the east side of Sun Moon City. 

 

The demons who were looking down the mountain saw this beam of light and all showed excitement. 

Zalha shouted: “Nymor really didn’t lie to us, the stale wine is over there, catching up with him.” 

 

The two great demons of Bikas and Mons also shouted: “Target the Eastern Golden Light, kill him.” 

 

“Om~!” 

 

More than 10,000 demons spread their wings almost at the same time and chased them in the direction 

where Malthus flew away. 

 

Muddy wine hid in the forest below, watching the demons flying in front of him, he ordered the lying 

Xun Ying to straighten up, he jumped to the north of Xun Ying, and controlled Xun Ying to fly at a low 

altitude, towards the large force. Flew over. 

 

The patriarchs of the three major demons led more than 10,000 demons in chasing for more than an 

hour. He was about to chase him within 500 meters, only to find that the golden light had disappeared. 

 

“What’s going on?” Mons asked in confusion. 



 

“Go and take a look.” Zalha felt something was wrong, and quickly accelerated to a place 500 meters 

ahead. On a big tree, he couldn’t find the golden light no matter how he looked for it. 

 

Bikas took Mons to fly nearby and burned all the forest within a hundred meters of it with green flames, 

and did not find a place for the golden light. 

 

How did they know that when Malthus controlled the golden light to fly here, the golden light energy 

was exhausted and disappeared automatically, and Malthus had the ability to escape into the void, and 

he directly used the void teleportation to return to the side of the dirty wine. 

 

Zhuojiu had already returned to the main unit at this time, and was leading the team to retreat at full 

speed. He felt Malthus back in his body. He breathed a sigh of relief and said, “Are you okay.” 

 

“Don’t worry, they can’t hurt me. It’s just how you run so slow. The demons are not stupid. After being 

deceived, they will definitely chase in the direction of Shekou. At your speed, you can’t escape them 

before reaching Shekou. Chase after him.” 

 

Zhuojiu sighed and said, “No way, all the mounts ran for a day, and they are in a period of exhaustion. I 

really don’t know who told the secret to make me so passive.” 

 

Malthus said: “Now is not the time to think about this, contact Xia Yuwei as soon as possible and ask her 

to send the main force to support you.” 

 

The distance from Shekou to Riyue Mountain is only 222 kilometers. There are more than 20,000 people 

left in Shekou. Whether riding a fire lion, a fast eagle, or a train, it takes less than two hours to retreat 

with the dirty wine. Converge. 

 

“Okay.” There was no better way for the dirty wine. He took out the intercom and called Xia Yuwei, 

saying, “Something has happened, and we need urgent support.” 

 

Xia Yuwei already knew what happened to Zhou Tianming at this time. She had just sent the lovely 

queen, 1,000 ice mages, 10,000 fighters, and a mixed army of shooters over. He frowned and said, 

“What happened to you? ?” 



 

Zhuojiu repeated it briefly and said: “The demons should not attack with all their strength. As long as the 

third-order magic crystal is sent over and the magic circle is placed at the designated location, the 

demons can be frightened.” 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “I’ll send someone over, be more careful.” 

 

She looked at the subordinates around her, and said: “Look up at Glimmer and Black Flame, bringing the 

Fire Mage, Thunder Mage, Earth Mage Legion, 10,000 soldiers, and shooters over.” 

 

“Yes.” The two said in unison. 

 

Hei Yan looked at Xia Yuwei with some concern, and said: “We are leaving, you have less than 3,000 

people left here, can you do it here?” 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “I have the sister group and Zheng Yuan and Zhang Zibo by my side, and there is heavy 

firepower behind Shekou, which is enough.” 

 

The orcs on the side of the city did not resurrect, only the two enemies, absolutely incapable of splitting 

their troops to attack Shekou, she can only do her best to keep the two sides able to support, at the 

same time, waiting for the white lion to take his army of blood warriors. Come back to support the dirty 

wine, and scare the devil away as soon as possible, so that the dirty wine can get out and help Zhou 

Tianming. 

 

Hei Yan also knew that the situation was critical, and nodded, went to the warehouse to take out the 

remaining Tier 3 magic crystals, and led the assembled team to the direction of Riyue Mountain. 

 

Xia Yuwei used a video call to call the white lion and said: “Come back as soon as possible, something 

has happened to Shekou, General Huo Ling appeared ahead of time, and Zhuo Jiu was attacked by the 

devil.” 

 

The white lion frowned and asked, “What’s the matter, why are the enemies running out?” 

 



Xia Yuwei shook her head and said: “I don’t know, Zhuojiu suspects that a spy has reported our situation 

to the devil and General Huoling. Now that I don’t care about this, I will quickly come back to support 

Zhuojiu.” 

 

“I’ll be back now.” The white lion nodded, looking at a group of gray sculptures in the depths of the cave 

under the fire light, and said: “We are lucky. There is only one son of the beast **** and his 100 guards. 

I suspect One is resurrected, and the remaining 100 will be resurrected. Originally, I wanted to kill them 

tonight. If I was a little later, I would not be able to go back.” 

 

As soon as the voice fell, there was a sharp whisper from the cave. Manding’s figure suddenly appeared 

next to the son of the beast god. He looked at the white lion outside the cave entrance and said, “You 

are dead.” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The clay sculpture on the body of the beast **** suddenly shattered, and the jackal head and the beast 

**** son yelled up to the sky, looked around with a grim face, and roared after seeing human beings: 

“Damn human beings, how come you are here, why I am on your body and smell my brother’s smell.” 

 

The white lion looked at Xia Yuwei and said, “I can’t go back for the time being, take care.” 

 

Xia Yuwei was stunned. She watched the white lion hang up. She didn’t know what to do. The son of the 

beast **** was resurrected. In Lu Yang’s peak state, she could only fight to kill the son of the beast god, 

the white lion, The three brothers, Baihu and Bailang, have just been promoted to Tier 3. How can they 

fight the son of the beast god? 

 

“Boss, where are you, come back quickly, we are in big trouble.” Xia Yuwei muttered to herself. 

 

Zhang Zibo quickly patted Xia Yuwei’s arm, and said with alert eyes: “Don’t show your timidity, brothers 

are watching.” 

 

Xia Yuwei reacted fiercely, nodded and looked at the remaining 3,000 brothers and said, “Everyone will 

go up to the wall to defend with me.” 

 



“Yes.” Liu Juan, Li Mao, Zheng Yuan and others responded in unison. 

 

Among the remaining more than 3,000 people, more than 1,000 are members of the sister group, two-

thirds of the remaining more than 2,000 are shooters, and the rest are fighters. There is no mage in 

Shekou, except for the ones sent to the front. Those were the Wood Masters, all of them stayed in the 

Donghai Underground City. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2284: Xia Yuwei was arrested 

  

Previously, Tier 3 flower demons were all killed, and a large number of natural seeds that could allow 

wood mages to quickly increase their strength were dropped. Debu tasted a corpse by mistake, causing 

body mutation, and wood energy development was too strong, and he almost became A tree. 

 

In the state of a tree, the strength of Debujinzui increased, but his body became less and less flexible. Lu 

Yang didn’t want Debujinzui and they became inhuman and ghostly, forbid all wood mages to use it, and 

would These more than 200 Tier 2 pinnacle wood mages were sent to the dungeon, the first floor of the 

merchant’s portal of the mechanical plane. 

 

Let them guard this place in name, but actually let them calm down and slowly absorb the energy from 

the seeds of nature. 

 

Zhang Zibo, Zheng Yuan and others didn’t know where these wood mages were and what they were 

doing. Seeing that Shekou’s defense capabilities were insufficient, Zhang Zibo said, “Let the wood mage 

participate in the war.” 

 

“Yes.” Zheng Yuan said excitedly. 

 

“Boom” 



 

The old man Qi Mu suddenly pushed the door and walked in, and said in a panic: “Hurry up and transfer 

the wood mage here, Shekou is too dangerous, we need more strength to defend here.” 

 

“No.” Xia Yuwei said it almost instinctively. She didn’t know why she said it, but when she saw the old 

man Chimu looks like today, she always had an unspeakable sense of distrust, and said: “Master Chimu, 

you Go back to the Donghai Underground City, where you need your garrison, just leave it to us here.” 

 

“This…” The old man Chimu was about to refuse. He realized that Xia Yuwei didn’t trust him, and said: 

“Also, let me go to the battlefield. I will tell you the status of the military garrison in various places.” 

 

On both sides of the central fortress in Shekou, there are many places to defend. When there was no 

war before, ordinary soldiers were in charge of patrols. Now there is a war to fight, but the force is 

stretched. 

 

The more than 3,000 people left by Xia Yuwei’s side will not be able to have enough cultivators to 

defend every place when they will be armed for a while. Soldiers are needed to help. 

 

Xia Yuwei really needs to personally confirm how many cultivators and soldiers there are at each 

defensive point. She said: “I’ll go with you.” 

 

“Go together, go together.” The old man Chi Mu said warmly: “Don’t be annoying to my old man. 

Everyone has to watch. War is not a game. If you die, you can’t survive. Everyone has to have a thorough 

understanding of the battlefield. .” 

 

Zheng Yuan, Zhang Zibo, Liu Juan and others were about to follow Xia Yuwei, but they stood up one after 

another after hearing the words, and said, “Everyone gathers and prepares for defense.” 

 

Xia Yuwei walked in the forefront, leading more than 3,000 people out of the underground training 

ground, and walked towards the top floor of the central fortress. The late old man was always smiling, 

and did not mind Xia Yuwei’s distrust, but seriously led them to the right of the fortress. On the top of 

the side of the mountain. 

 



The top of the mountain on this side was extremely flat. It was a large platform with a length of two 

kilometers and a width of nearly one hundred meters. There was overgrown weeds on it. There was no 

situation except for some soldiers who were stationed with light and heavy weapons. 

 

The old man twilight pointed to a soldier looking down the cliff and shouted: “Come here.” 

 

The soldiers put away their weapons, turned around and ran to the old man Chimu and Xia Yuwei, and 

said respectfully: “Command Chimu, Command Xia Yuwei, everything is normal outside.” 

 

The old man twilight said with a smile: “Everyone comes to me to assemble, the guard posts are 

reassigned, and everyone is ready for battle.” 

 

Hundreds of soldiers on the top of the mountain put away their weapons, turned and ran towards the 

old man and Xia Yuwei, but when they were about to run to Xia Yuwei, Zheng Yuan and Zhang Zibo who 

stood on both sides were frightened at the same time. After staring at each other, he shouted in horror 

at the same time: “The enemy attacked, these soldiers are not human. Kill them.” 

 

Before Xia Yuwei, Liu Juan and others could react, a soldier suddenly rushed in front of Xia Yuwei. His 

face under his helmet suddenly turned into bones. He pulled out a handful of bone spurs from his back 

and pierced Xia Yuwei’s chest. Only after reacting, it was too late to avoid the attack of bone spurs. 

 

“when” 

 

Xia Yuwei thought she was dead, but Zhang Zibo stood in front of Xia Yuwei one step ahead of time, 

blocking the killer blow. At the same time, Zheng Yuan stabbed the long sword in his hand and chopped 

the skeleton in half. 

 

“It’s okay.” Zhang Zibo shouted. 

 

Xia Yuwei was initially frightened, and she looked at the old man next to him in anger, only to find that 

the old man had retreated behind the skeleton group, and the 3000 soldiers behind her were being 

slaughtered by the skeletons. 

 



In the 3,000-person team, apart from 1,000 sisters and 200 fighters, the remaining nearly 2,000 are 

shooters, and they are responsible for changing defenses, and they are bound to stand at the forefront. 

 

Faced with a sudden attack from their own people, they had no time to react. A large number of 

shooters were stabbed to the ground, and the bone spurs were covered with black luster. Everyone who 

was stabbed could not get up no matter how badly they were injured. . 

 

“Finalize, defend.” Xia Yuwei drew out the sword and yelled while attacking the skeletons, but he found 

that these skeletons were extremely powerful, and each had the strength of the second-order peak. You 

don’t need to guess to know that this belongs to the Necromancer. Handwriting. 

 

The remaining Jagged Brothers warriors moved closer to the middle, while the warriors holding large 

rectangular shields rushed outside to protect the shooter. Unfortunately, the number was too small, 

with only 200 men, which was not enough. 

 

In an instant, there were more than 1,000 people left from more than 3,000 people, most of whom were 

members of Liu Juan and other sister groups. These people formed a circle, but when these people 

gathered together, they stood far away. A smile appeared at the corner of the old man’s mouth on a 

rock. 

 

“Simu, why do you harm us?” Xia Yuwei yelled to the old man Chimu. She couldn’t understand that in 

this hell-like world, even a girl like her was desperately protecting mankind, why the respected old man 

Chimu would betray mankind. 

 

“Eternal life! The Necromancer promised eternal life. I’m sorry. ” A red light suddenly appeared in the 

hands of the twilight old man. The next second, Xia Yuwei, Zhang Zibo and others stood on the rock, 

suddenly It collapsed, and a large hole with a diameter of more than 80 meters appeared. Xia Yuwei and 

more than a thousand soldiers of the Jagged Brotherhood all fell into the invisible cave along with the 

rock. 

 

Hundreds of skeleton warriors also put away the bone spurs at this time, and climbed down the cliff wall 

of the cave, and disappeared in a short time. 

 

The late old man also came to the cave. He picked up the phone in his hand and dialed a number and 

said, “Assault on the 3rd floor of the dungeon. There must be a problem there. Destroy that place.” 



 

The third floor of the dungeon is where the mechanical plane merchant Luo Laide assumed the 

teleportation array. During the last Shekou defensive battle, a large number of Tier 3 magic crystals and 

various magic arrays suddenly appeared in Lu Yang’s hand, which made the old man think , The problem 

must lie in this third floor. 

 

The people who answered the phone call of the old man were also human traitors. These people were 

lost in the face of the huge power of the other world. They were willing to be their lackeys. Usually they 

looked like normal, but they couldn’t help but lament the power of the other world. Once God’s When 

the order appears, they will execute it without hesitation. 

 

Don’t talk about gods, the Necromancer did not promise to give them any benefits, and these people 

willingly gave their lives. Moreover, the Necromancer did not treat them as subordinates and believers, 

and the cultivation techniques taught to them were also problematic. 

 

It’s just that these people don’t care about them at all, and they are desperate to help the different 

world races fulfill their wishes, so as to build a new world and a new order. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2285: Tree Demon Transformation 

  

The leader of the traitor is called Cheng Yu. At this time, his expression has become frenzied. Anything 

that undermines human resistance, the traitors think they are contributing to the gods of another world, 

and they will be rewarded in the future. 

 

Cheng Yu looked back at the more than 500 people behind him who were ready to attack, and said 

loudly: “For the sake of God, follow me to the third floor and destroy everything inside.” 

 

“For God~!” 

 



… 

 

More than 500 people have gone mad, with blood-red eyes following Cheng Yu out of the exclusive 

room on the 12th floor of Twilight. During the six months, the old man Twilight relied on being a guild 

veteran and specially arranged his relatives and family on the same floor. Inside an area. 

 

But in fact, these relatives are all traitors, and it is precisely because of the help of the late old man that 

these talents have escaped the inspections within the Jagged Brotherhood again and again. 

 

Now these people quickly ran into the escape channel, which was only known to the senior officials of 

the Jagged Brothers League. When Lu Yang built the dungeon, the state stipulated that there must be an 

escape channel. Therefore, he created a connection inside the dungeon. Up and down step ladder 

passage. 

 

Cheng Yu led the people quickly from the 12th floor to the 3rd floor along the ladder. Looking at the 

white steel gate in front of him, there was a grinning expression on his face. 

 

“Disguise, don’t show any flaws.” Cheng Yu signaled everyone behind him to follow. He led the team to 

the door and pressed the doorbell. 

 

“Ding Dong” 

 

In the room, Debumeishi is cultivating with 20 wood wizards. Next to him, he becomes upset. Hearing 

the doorbell, Debumeishi frowned, walked to the door, and watched the stranger in the video. , Asked: 

“Who are you?” 

 

Cheng Yu deliberately let out a sigh and said, “Are you okay inside? Shekou was besieged by the enemy. 

All over 10,000 members of the Demon Legion were dispatched. In the Fire Demon Legion, even Tier 4 

generals of the Fire Spirit came out of the mountain. In a hurry, there is still a dead general who has not 

appeared. Boss Xia Yuwei and Boss Chi Mu are worried about problems in the dungeon and specifically 

called us to come back for support. My name is Cheng Yu. You can ask Boss Chi Mu for more 

information.” 

 



I became upset when I heard that General Huo Ling came out, his eyes widened, he raised his hand to 

press the key to open the door, and said: “I’m going to the front line, I must support the boss.” 

 

“Hold on.” De Buweishi grabbed his upset arm and stared at him, “Did you forget what the boss said?” 

 

He became upset and blinked, and suddenly he reacted, staring at Cheng Yu on the screen and asked: 

“Password, anyone who comes to support comes with a password.” 

 

Cheng Yu panicked. He didn’t expect that his identity would not be trusted yet, frowning and saying, 

“Boss Lu Yang hasn’t come back yet. He didn’t say a password.” 

 

The corners of the mouths of both Debuweishi and getting upset were sneered at the same time. This 

order was not issued by Lu Yang at all, but by Shen Mengyao, Lu Yang’s wife. In other words, Shen 

Mengyao would call them once a day and tell them. What’s your password today. 

 

No matter how closed they are in the dungeon or not, they don’t know the situation outside, but Shen 

Mengyao knows, that is to say, the only one who can tell them to go out is Shen Mengyao, and everyone 

else, whether it is Xia Yuwei or the late old man, There is no such qualification. 

 

If Shen Mengyao didn’t let them out, it would prove that these people in front of him were traitors. 

There were only 20 wood mages behind Debumei’s corpse, and their strength was only the second-tier 

peak, and he was the only one who reached the third-tier. 

 

The number of enemies outside, through the camera observation, there are probably more than 500 

people, in the case of unknown strength, De Bumeishi did not dare to fight hard, while gesturing to 

make him become upset and ask for help, he tried to stabilize Cheng Yu and said. “It turned out to be 

the subordinate of the late old man, then it will be easy to handle. Wait a minute, I will open the door, 

don’t worry.” 

 

Cheng Yu didn’t expect to be able to cheat the door so easily, and said quickly: “It’s okay, it’s okay, we’re 

not in a hurry.” 

 



While pretending to open the door, Debuqian said: “Brothers, don’t you know, this door is too hard to 

open. There are six doors in total, and the method of opening is complicated. I have to unlock them one 

by one.” 

 

Cheng Yu frowned and asked, “What’s hidden in it, so much effort.” 

 

De Buchan Shihe said with a smile: “The stuff in it is a treasure. It is the secret weapon of our Jagged 

Brotherhood to resist the gods of another world. As long as we have this secret weapon, we will never 

lose.” 

 

“What is it?” Cheng Yu was aroused by curiosity, and wanted to know what was hidden inside. 

 

De is not in a hurry, and continued to hook Cheng Yu and said: “You’ll know when you come in. Tell your 

brothers to step back. Don’t all come in. Most of them are defending outside, and a small part of them 

can come in.” 

 

“Okay.” Cheng Yu turned around and waved his hand. Among more than 500 people, more than 300 

people walked to the elevator door and escape route. Only more than 200 people remained behind him. 

In Cheng Yu’s view, Even if there were only two hundred people, it was enough to get rid of them, 

because the victory or defeat was at the moment of guarding the door. 

 

Debuchangshi continued to pretend to open the door, and the one next to him became upset and got 

through Lu Zhongtian’s phone, and said anxiously: “Quickly send people to the third floor to support and 

take the escape route. There are a large number of traitors here, the number is about 500.” 

 

“So many people?” Lu Zhongtian said quickly in shock: “Hold on, I will mobilize all my strength to rescue 

you.” 

 

“Don’t worry, we can hold on.” He became upset and hung up, nodded to Debumeishi. 

 

De Bumei Zhe secretly breathed out, and said, “Prepare the spell, and they will be able to react soon.” 

 

“Boom, boom, boom” 



 

There was a knock on the door, and Cheng Yu had already reacted. If there were really six doors, he 

should have heard the sound of opening the door inside, or the sound of unlocking, but he didn’t hear it 

at all. 

 

Cheng Yu stared at the camera, and tentatively said: “Why is it so slow, why don’t you open the door?” 

 

De Buchan Shi smiled and said, “Don’t worry, there is only the last door left.” 

 

Cheng Yu still didn’t hear a sound. He knew that he had been tricked, and he roared immediately, 

saying: “Since it is seen through, then we have to force the attack, smash the door, and we rush in.” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The bodies of the two hundred traitors suddenly glowed with silver and gold, and a bone spur with a 

length of 1 meter suddenly grew from their arms and plunged into the wall. 

 

The wall on the third floor was originally poured with cement. Later, Lu Yang worried that it was not safe 

enough, so he welded a layer of 30 cm thick steel plate to the outer wall. 

 

Neither Tier 1 warriors nor Tier 2 wizards have any way to crack this defense ability, unless they have a 

Star Steel Sabre or Star Smashing Iron Weapon, but these things are only available to the Jagged 

Brothers fighters participating in the war. Others Absolutely can’t get it. 

 

At that time, according to Lu Yang’s idea, the person who came for the sneak attack could not be 

stronger than Tier 2, and the weapon in his hand could not cut the steel wall, but he miscalculated.  

“Shit~!” 

 

The ear-piercing sound sounded, and De Buwei’s corpse could be seen from the camera. The outer wall 

was cut open by bone spurs shining like a tofu block. Golden bone spurs emerged from both hands and 

Cheng Yu pierced the door. 

 



Debumeishi sighed, turned his head to look at the upset and a group of wood mages, and said with a sad 

smile: “Brothers, fight to the end, absolutely can’t let the enemy destroy the teleporter.” 

 

Becoming upset, a dark green seed appeared in his hand, he ate it in his mouth, and said, “Isn’t that just 

dead? It’s enough to live early.” 

 

The other 19 Wood Masters also took out the dark green seeds from their backpacks and ate them into 

their mouths, all with calm and indifferent expressions on their faces. 

 

What they eat is the seeds of nature, and slow absorption can make them upgrade from Tier 2 to Tier 3. 

If they eat it forcibly, they will become humans, trees, and trees just like virtues do not taste corpses. 

 

De Bumeishi glanced at these brothers, smiled at the corners of his mouth, and said, “If I die, we will be 

brothers, tree demon, and transform into the next life~!” 

 

Becoming upset and waiting for people to react, Debumei’s body suddenly grew crazy, and his whole 

person became a big tree, but this number did not grow higher, but continued to grow. Out of the root 

system. 

 

“boom” 

 

With a loud noise, the front wall of the door was shattered, and the door was cut into pieces. Cheng Yu 

walked in with more than two hundred people grinning, but before the smoke fell, countless roots were 

like Stabbed at Cheng Yu and the others like a spear. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2286: Golden skull 

  

“puff” 



 

“puff” 

 

“puff” 

 

… 

 

Cheng Yu and others just walked in with a grinning smile. The bodies of fifty people were pierced by 

sharp roots. Before these people wailed, the roots passed through their bodies and continued to attack 

other traitors. 

 

There were only more than 200 traitors who broke in, and they all fell to the ground in a blink of an eye, 

and there was no vitality. On the other side, the security personnel on the upper and lower floors of the 

third floor also rushed in through the safe passage. Both sides were in the corridor. There was a fierce 

confrontation in the area, and it was obvious that the dungeon defenders were more dominant. Under 

the attack of various weapons and magic circles, a large number of traitors fell to the ground and died. 

 

Inside the room. 

 

Becoming upset, scanning the smoke and dust area in front of him with the unique perception ability of 

the Wood Element, he smiled and said to the treacherous corpse beside him: “The third-order 

transformation state is so powerful, you really have you.” 

 

Debumeiji blinked, and said blankly: “It’s not right, the enemy can’t be so weak.” 

 

He became upset and smiled and said, “You are so heartbroken that you killed you. What are you 

worried about? I’ll catch a traitor and let you see if it’s dead.” 

 

Debumei’s corpse is now unable to move. He has completely turned into a big tree, which can easily 

grow taller and shorter. It is difficult to walk forward and physically inconvenient. He said, “Be careful.” 

 



“Don’t worry, it’s all dead.” He became upset and smiled and walked to the door. In the smoke, he 

picked up a better-dressed person and walked out of the smoke. He lifted it up and showed De Bu taste 

the corpse, and said: ” It’s dead, and the blood is almost draining.” 

 

De did not taste the corpse and breathed a sigh of relief, but in the next moment, he suddenly felt that 

the rebels killed by him in the smoke and dust ahead had reappeared, and even the dead who became 

upset and raised their hands were full of strange vitality. He hurriedly shouted: “Throw it out, that 

person is alive.” 

 

As soon as the voice fell, the dead man in his hand that became upset suddenly shook his whole body 

violently. The next second, a golden head and a white skeleton frame fell out of the corpse as a whole. 

Before he became upset, he reacted with a golden head. The skeleton’s right hand penetrated the heart 

that became upset, and then threw the upset back to Debumeishi. He stared at Debumeishi and said, 

“There really is a secret here, let a Tier 3 Wood Element Guarded by the mage, we really came to the 

right place, brothers, come out.” 

 

In the smoke and dust that gradually dissipated, one by one black shadows stood up from the ground. 

When the smoke and dust dissipated, more than 200 skeletons stood neatly beside the golden head 

skeletons, and the expressions of each skeleton were so mocking. 

 

“Who are you?” Debuweishi asked, staring at the Jin-head skeleton. 

 

“Me?” The golden skeleton’s face was full of sarcasm, and said triumphantly: “My name is Cheng Yu. Of 

course, the soldiers behind me and I have another name, the believers of the General Necromancer, 

brothers, Chong Go up and kill them.” 

 

“Ka Ka Ka” 

 

The rest of the skeletons weren’t very home in their cultivation. They couldn’t speak with their souls 

after they lost their bodies. They could only make a khaka sound in their mouths, and rushed towards 

Debumeishi. 

 

De Bumei corpse quickly stretched out the roots of the tree to attack each other, but this time the roots 

hit their bones, completely unable to penetrate the bones, and their sharp bone claws chopped the 

roots of the tree. 



 

Seeing that these bones were about to rush to the front, one of the skeletons even stepped on the 

corpse that became upset, but at that instant, he was already completely dead and became upset, and 

turned into a big tree. His Numerous rattan sticks stretched out from the tree trunk to entangle the 

skeleton, and instantly force the skeleton into a pile of bone scum. 

 

Cheng Yu looked surprised and became upset, frowning and asked: “How did you come alive?” 

 

Becoming upset and sneered, and said: “I am immortal now, feel my anger, a bunch of **** traitors.” 

 

Countless rattans flew out of the upset tree trunk, grabbing a skeleton and strangling it into bone scum. 

The reason why he has such strength is because he ate the seeds of nature before the battle. He is no 

longer a human being, and the heart is meaningless to him. As long as he can conjure a seed, he is 

immortal. 

 

“There are only two of you, it doesn’t make any sense.” Cheng Yu remained calm. 

 

“What about us?” The remaining 19 wood mages roared at the same time, turning into a big tree shape. 

 

“There really is a secret behind this.” Cheng Yu’s expression became even more excited. He didn’t rush 

to attack, but stood still and watched. Every second, a dozen of 200 skeletons were strangled into a pile 

of bones. It was useless. Within a minute, the skeletons were all dead, leaving only Cheng Yu alone. 

 

“Speak your last words.” Becoming upset and cursed: “Let us become like this and never return to 

human form. As a reward, I will definitely cut you to pieces.” 

 

Debumeishi and others stretched out the cane at the same time and swayed around Cheng Yu, but 

Cheng Yu was still unhurried, smiling as he became upset and Debumeishi said, “You are too stupid, the 

power of death. How could it be defeated by you mortals? See my final form.” 

 

“Boom” 

 



With the golden light, Cheng Yu’s skull suddenly flew into the air. Then, among the more than 200 

skeletons that were strangled into bones, suddenly golden bones flew out at the same time. Each 

skeleton had a piece in its body. When these bones were Together, they became Cheng Yu’s body, and 

Cheng Yu at this time was actually as high as 20 meters, and Cheng Yu’s strength reached the third-tier 

peak! 

 

De did not taste the corpse and became upset and the others were stunned. He hurriedly shot out the 

cane, but no matter how hard the cane entangled Cheng Yu, he couldn’t shake his golden body. On the 

contrary, Cheng Yu tried harder. The rattans all crumbled to pieces. 

 

Cheng Yu laughed wildly: “This is the power God bestows on me. It really makes people feel convincing. 

Come on, let me see if the power of you big trees really can’t kill you.” 

 

“Bone Spear” 

 

Cheng Yu raised his hands, and dozens of bone spears with black light appeared on both sides of him. A 

sneer appeared at the corner of his mouth, and the bone spear shot at Debumeishi and the others. 

 

A piercing sound sounded, and the big trees transformed by 20 wood mages were all penetrated by 

bone spears, and the black energy corroded the trunks, making Debuweishi and the others unhappy. 

 

Fortunately, the people who stayed here were Debumeishi and others. The violent energy of the Seed of 

Nature had nowhere to go. This time it was just used to restore their bodies. In the severe pain, 

Debumeishi and others gradually recovered, but This is not a solution at all, they can only hold on 

because they can’t move. 

 

As for the battle outside the room, they did not dare to ask for help at all. Cheng Yu was the pinnacle of 

Tier 3, and in Shekou, they could only deal with Zhuojiu and White Lion. Except for a few of them in the 

dungeon, they did not reach Tier 3 at all. The number of second-tier masters is small, so that they will 

undoubtedly die against Shang Cheng Yu. 

 

“Boss, come back quickly, where are you?” The first thing that De Bumei Shi thought of was Lu Yang. 

 



The same idea is also the turbid wine. At a distance of 50 kilometers from Shekou, his main force was 

blocked by the demon. The Tier 3 demon attacked the turbid wine team like crazy, if it weren’t for Black 

Flame with Tier 3 demon. Defensively, they had long since died of turbidity. 

 

But now the turbid wine is also in danger, in order to prevent the three Tier 3 demons from destroying 

the magic array, the turbid wine has to fight with three Tier 3 demons alone. 

 

All four of them have turned into a 100-meter-high form. They attacked frantically in the distance. 

Although the sacred wine practiced the Holy Light spell, which could restrain the power of the devil, the 

three demons of the same rank attacked together, and the stale wine was already too much. Injured. 

 

Malthus frowned and said: “You can’t hold on like this, you can’t beat the three of them.” 

 

Zhuojiu shook his head and said: “I can’t retreat, I retreat, and the brothers behind him will undoubtedly 

die.” 

 

Malthus’s soul was happy for a while, frowned and said: “You hold on, I will go to the Blazing Demon 

God, let him try to wake Lu Yang again.” 

 

“Can it work?” Zhuojiu asked. 

 

Malthus sneered and said: “If you can’t do it, you have to do it. Now there is the last resort. If Lu Yang 

can’t wake up, Donghai will be over. Zhou Tianming is facing the Tier 4 Fire Spirit general. I’m afraid he is 

already Dead, no one in Donghai will be able to save it when General Huo Ling comes over.” 

 

So far, Zhou Tianming hasn’t heard a word. No one knows whether Zhou Tianming and those thousands 

of brothers are alive or dead. If they are all dead, then General Huo Ling is not far from the East China 

Sea. , Said: “Well, listen to you.” 

 

A golden light emerged from Malthus’s body and disappeared into the air in an instant. The three 

demon leaders burst into laughter when they saw this scene. 

 



Bikas said mockingly: “It seems that the Holy Spirit attached to your body has abandoned you. This time 

you are dead.” 

 

Zhuojiu sneered in his heart. He fought with the enemy and had never used Malthus to help, so now 

there is no difference between Malthus and Malthus. He rushed towards Bikas and fought with the 

three demons again. 

 

Chapter 2287: Battle of souls 

  

Inside the underground chamber in Bandarsburg. 

 

Lu Yang was still closing his eyes, standing still as if he was dead, but through his soul observation, he 

could see that Lu Yang’s soul was burning with white flames as a whole. 

 

The red flame soul of the Blazing Demon was flying around Lu Yang’s soul. Whenever the white flame 

was about to encroach on the edge of Lu Yang’s soul, the Blazing Demon would inject magic power into 

Lu Yang’s soul, blocking the white flame back. 

 

“Om” 

 

A golden light appeared next to Lu Yang’s body. Malthus used the key to teleport in. He looked at Lu 

Yang’s body anxiously and shouted, “Something happened outside, quickly find a way to wake Lu Yang.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God appeared on Lu Yang’s shoulder in the form of a spirit body, looked at Malthus 

and asked, “What’s wrong?” 

 

Malthus quickly informed the Blazing Demon God of the situation outside, and said: “The twilight old 

man rebelled, causing Xia Yuwei and thousands of main forces to be captured by the necromantic 

general on the right side of Shekou. Three Tier 3 demons led more than 10,000 demons to attack the 

turbid wine. Legion, turbid wine won’t last long. 

 

In the direction of Dan City, General Huo Ling personally dispatched, Zhou Tianming led some people to 

resist, and traitors also appeared inside. A man named Cheng Yu with more than 500 people was 



violently attacking the third-level mechanical plane merchant’s teleporter. The corpse became upset and 

ate the seeds of nature and turned into a tree to resist. 

 

The sons of the beast gods were also activated, and the three Bai clan fell into a bitter battle. With their 

three early third-order and about 200 fighters about to break through to the third-order, they could not 

stop the sons of the beast gods at the third-order peak. The white lions could at most Hold on for half an 

hour. 

 

There is an urgent need for new forces. You and Lu Yang must go outside to fight, and if you can save 

one place, you can revitalize the entire area. Otherwise, Shekou will be over, and the East China Sea will 

be over. ” 

 

If Shekou is destroyed, more than 10 million people in and outside the East China Sea Dungeon will be 

sacrificed. Even if Lu Yang can carry it over, he will definitely not be able to stop the invasion of the God 

Realm army. The Blazing Demon God sighed and said: “I can only try to save Lu Yang, but this requires 

you and me to work together, I can’t do it alone.” 

 

Malthus nodded and said: “You and I work together, fighting for the soul damage, and let Lu Yang eat 

the ancient demon god. The opponent’s strength is now greatly damaged. We are very hopeful.” 

 

This is an extremely soul-consuming thing, even for ancient creatures like Malthus, if they want to 

recover, they must be counted in years. 

 

Blazing Demon God thought for a while and said: “I thought about this method too. I was afraid that you 

would disagree. Another thing. If there is no strong stimulus to Lu Yang, the two of us will not be able to 

help him. Now it should be an opportunity. My devil’s heart is the master, don’t waste too much.” 

 

The two of them could only enter Lu Yang’s soul for a short time. They stimulated Lu Yang’s soul while 

not hurting Lu Yang. Without extreme stimulation, it would be difficult for Lu Yang to wake up. Now the 

Jagged Brothers and East China Sea are suffering. In such a major crisis, the Blazing Demon God felt that 

Lu Yang was stimulated, and he would definitely wake up. 

 

Malthus said: “Let’s start.” 

 



The Blazing Demon God nodded, and the soul body urged divine power, the Demon God’s heart 

instantly released a dazzling red light, and the Lu Yang heart of the soul body suddenly burst out with a 

red dot. 

 

The ancient demon **** did not wait for a reaction. Suddenly, the red dot burst out with two rays of 

gold and red light. Malthus and the Blazing Demon God both used magic skills to fly into Lu Yang’s soul. 

Then, Malthus shared the news he had seen. Passed to Lu Yang’s soul. 

 

In Lu Yang’s soul, he was in the dream of the ancient demon god. According to the ancient demon god’s 

idea, even if the blazing demon **** outside helped, the ancient demon **** didn’t care. He had fallen 

asleep for hundreds of millions of years, and he didn’t care if he spent hundreds of millions of years 

Time to kill the divine power of the Blazing Demon God. 

 

As long as the Blazing Demon God’s divine power is exhausted one day, he can easily erode Lu Yang’s 

soul and resurrect with Lu Yang’s body. 

 

But when Lu Yang was in a coma, the old man twilight rebelled and captured Xia Yuwei; the scene of 

stale drinking; the scene of Zhou Tianming’s farewell battle; the scene of the three brothers of the white 

lion being tortured by the son of the beast god. 

 

This scene broke Lu Yang’s heart, and his consciousness suddenly awoke from the panic. As soon as he 

opened his eyes, he felt the Blazing Demon God and Malthus in his heart. He asked: “Outside What’s the 

matter?” 

 

Malthus said anxiously: “It’s what you saw in the coma. They are in extreme danger. You must kill the 

ancient demon gods, otherwise the two of us and your brothers will die.” 

 

Lu Yang said blankly: “How can I fight him? I haven’t fought in the soul state. How can I fight this?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “I tried everything possible to eat the soul of the ancient demon **** with 

my hands, feet, and teeth. The two of us guarantee your awake state. You only have 20 minutes. If you 

can’t eat him, we will all be dead. NS.” 

 

“Leave it to me.” Lu Yang looked at the white flames wrapped around his soul body, and he took a bite. 



 

“Neigh~!” The ancient demon god’s phoenix form suddenly screamed. He stared at Lu Yang 

incredulously, and said: “You woke up? You want to eat me? As the ancient demon god, I wanted to 

influence before. You, you don’t know what is good or bad, then don’t blame me for being impolite.” 

 

The ancient demon **** violently put away the flames, and bit Lu Yang’s arm in the state of a phoenix 

body. Lu Yang just ate a bit of the soul of the ancient demon god. He almost fainted, but he knew that if 

he couldn’t hold on, his brothers would be dead, so Lu Yang roared, grabbed Phoenix’s neck with both 

hands, and bit on the ancient demon god’s heavenly spirit cover. . 

 

“Neigh” 

 

The ancient demon **** screamed again, and the pain of being hurt in the soul state was not only felt 

by Lu Yang, but also by the ancient demon god. 

 

Before, the ancient demon **** didn’t get into his soul to fight Lu Yang when he saw Lu Yang. The 

reason was that this kind of pain made the ancient demon **** unbearable. He could only use the soul 

fire to make Lu Yang unconscious and slowly go away. boil. 

 

Now Lu Yang was awakened by the Blazing Demon God and Malthus. Faced with Lu Yang’s fight for his 

life, the Ancient Demon God could only fight for his life, but the Ancient Demon God seemed to be more 

afraid of pain than Lu Yang. His body quickly turned into a flame and separated from Lu Yang’s mouth. 

When it reunited, he bite into Lu Yang’s head again. 

 

Lu Yang raised his right arm to block the beak of the ancient demon god. At the same time that his arm 

was bitten off, he once again bit the ancient devil god’s heavenly cover, so that the ancient demon **** 

had no ability to swallow Lu Yang’s arm in pain. Let go and avoid again. 

 

Lu Yang grabbed his right arm with his left hand and connected it back to his body. This sharp pain in the 

soul made him even more likely to pass out of a coma at any time. The ancient demon **** rushed over. 

 

“Aren’t you going to eat my arm? Come on~!” Lu Yang took the initiative to send his right arm into the 

mouth of the ancient demon god, and at the same time, his left arm grabbed the ancient demon god’s 

head and bit his Tianling Gai again. 



 

“Crazy man, you crazy man.” The ancient demon **** yelled wildly and released Lu Yang’s right arm 

again, turning into flames to avoid. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t give him this opportunity. He rushed forward again and got entangled with the ancient 

demon god. This stunned the Blazing Demon God and Malthus who were continuously delivering energy 

at Lu Yang’s heart. 

 

Malthus frowned and said, “Why is the ancient demon **** so weak? Don’t you have the courage to 

fight in the soul state?” 

 

Blazing Demon God also didn’t understand, and said: “I don’t know, maybe it is the plan of the ancient 

Demon God.” 

 

Both felt that it was possible, but what they didn’t know was that in the distant creation age, the ancient 

demon **** was born to be the strongest god, and he never fought souls with enemies. 

 

In that era, no **** was qualified to let the ancient demon **** use the soul body to fight against each 

other. All the gods in front of the ancient demon **** were just a matter of turning gray. Even if they 

were killed later, the ancient demon **** did not use the soul body to fight. fighting. 

 

The agony of the soul body was never experienced by the ancient demon gods. Even if the strength was 

greatly reduced, when they hibernated underground in Bandarsburg and killed those Tier 4 

powerhouses, the ancient demon gods did not use the soul body to fight. 

 

Furthermore, the ancient demon **** hadn’t fought for hundreds of millions of years, and he had 

forgotten what it meant to be painful, and now he suddenly suffered such severe pain, the ancient 

demon **** couldn’t bear it! 

 

Lu Yang is different. Although he has never fought with his soul, he has come from another world to the 

present, and has experienced countless life and death trials. Every pain in the near death and heartache 

at the death of his brother is similar to the pain in the soul now. Compared with each other, there is 

nothing less than it. 

 



For those brothers who died in battle, for those brothers who would rather die by himself or let others 

survive, Lu Yang couldn’t die either. Therefore, he desperately fought against the ancient demon gods, 

and he would rather change his life. 

 

“Anyway, if you don’t die this time, I have to die too, and my brothers have to die too, so let’s go and die 

together.” Lu Yang rushed toward the ancient demon **** with a grim expression, still adopting a one-

for-one method. 

 

The ancient demon **** couldn’t adapt to Lu Yang’s fighting style at all. At this time, he couldn’t wait to 

break away from Lu Yang’s soul. uukanshu.com flew directly outside to kill Lu Yang, but he couldn’t do it. 

 

The soul fire skills released by the ancient demon gods have a very unlucky negative effect, that is, they 

cannot take the initiative to escape. Unless Lu Yang’s soul repels his soul, he can leave when he tries his 

best to escape, otherwise, only one party will die. . 

 

Originally, this negative effect of this spell was specifically to prevent his enemies from pushing him out 

of the soul under the action of external forces, but now it has become his urge talisman. 

 

He couldn’t bear the one-for-one exchange of Lu Yang, he could only evade and find opportunities to 

attack, but as long as the ancient demon **** dared to bite Lu Yang’s body, Lu Yang would definitely 

bite the ancient devil god’s Tianling cover. 

 

After the battles, the pain again and again, the soul of the ancient demon **** became more and more 

impatient and collapsed under the severe pain. Suddenly, the ancient demon **** revealed a flaw when 

he bit Lu Yang’s neck and was grasped by Lu Yang’s hands. He bit his head. 

 

“Neigh~!” 

 

A large piece of soul on the head of the ancient demon **** was eaten by Lu Yang. The increase in the 

power in the soul made Lu Yang feel that the degree of soul enhancement made him unbelievable. That 

was a multiplied increase, which made him When I looked at the ancient demon god, my eyes were 

bright. 

 

Chapter 2288: Devour the Ancient God King 



  

On the contrary, the ancient demon **** was eaten a piece of soul, but he screamed in pain, turned 

into a flame and floated to a place 30 meters away from Lu Yang. When he gathered in the form of a 

phoenix again, when he looked at Lu Yang, his eyes were full. It was anger, but it turned out to be more 

fear. 

 

“Human, you dare to eat the soul of the ancient demon god, you have to be punished.” The ancient 

demon **** screamed frantically, but the soul covered by the heavenly spirit couldn’t make up for it. 

 

Lu Yang stared at the ancient demon **** but did not speak. Instead, he walked towards the ancient 

demon **** step by step. The look of the blazing demon **** was like a starving lion staring at an adult 

bison, or the lion was caught by the bison. Either the lion’s sharp horns cut the belly, or the lion bites the 

bison’s neck, only one of the two will be alive. 

 

The most annoying look in the ancient demon gods was this look. Facing Lu Yang’s approach, he slowly 

backed away, spreading his wings and becoming as high as tens of meters, and roared: “If you dare to 

come closer, I will eat you.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and continued to approach, still not speaking. 

 

Seeing that he didn’t frighten Lu Yang, the ancient demon **** hurriedly changed his body back to the 

size of two meters, and shouted at Lu Yang: “Humans, don’t push me in a hurry. Believe it or not, I will 

kill you now by launching the secret technique.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God snorted coldly and said: “Don’t listen to him, if he had a way for you, he would 

have killed you long ago. As for letting you take a bite of your soul?” 

 

Malthus said in agreement: “This ancient demon **** is not **** at all, I ate it.” 

 

Lu Yang thought the same way. He continued to approach. In his soul space, the maximum diameter was 

only 30 meters. There was nowhere for the ancient demon **** to escape. He must kill him this time, 

otherwise he would give the ancient demon **** a chance. He would be hypnotized by the soul fire 

again. At that time, I am afraid that the Blazing Demon God and Malthus would not be able to wake him 

up again. 



 

The ancient demon **** saw that Lu Yang continued to approach without answering, he could only 

retreat reluctantly, just as the blazing demon **** said, he really had no choice, he was majoring in fire, 

not soul, from The **** king fell to the fourth rank, and the strongest soul spell he could use was soul 

fire. 

 

After activating the soul fire, the ancient demon **** could no longer use a soul spell, and he was 

trapped in Lu Yang’s soul space. To defeat Lu Yang, he had to fight hard, or wait for the burning demon 

**** and Malthus to exhaust his power. At that time, Lu Yang fell into a deep sleep, so the ancient 

demon **** who was afraid of pain turned into a flame and flew to the other end after retreating to the 

corner. 

 

Lu Yang was originally worried that the ancient demon **** would be unable to fight with him, but now 

he saw that the ancient demon **** did not dare to fight him, his confidence increased, and he rushed 

towards the ancient demon god. 

 

Malthus and Blazing Demon God also became more confident, desperately urging the divine power in 

their bodies to ensure that Lu Yang was sober. 

 

In the small soul space, Lu Yang and the ancient demon **** chased and fled, and quickly fought for half 

an hour. During this half an hour, Lu Yang actually bit the Blazing Demon God 30. At this time, Lu Yang’s 

The soul power became extremely powerful, almost equal to the ancient demon god. 

 

Lu Yang stared at the ancient demon **** and said, “You are dead.” 

 

The ancient demon **** laughed at this moment, watching Lu Yang mockingly, and said, “You are very 

strong and have a character that I don’t have. Unfortunately, you will die in my hands after all. Look at 

the two children in your chest. , They can’t hold on anymore.” 

 

Lu Yang’s energy has been on the ancient demon god. Hearing this, he looked at the blazing demon **** 

and Malthus and asked, “How are you two?” 

 

The light that the Blazing Demon and Malthus radiated from his chest had become extremely weak, and 

Malthus said: “I can’t hold it anymore.” 



 

The Blazing Demon gritted his teeth and stared at Lu Yang and said, “Don’t be sorry for me, today I will 

try to blew up the heart of the Demon God to help you survive, kill him, and leave the rest to me.” 

 

“boom” 

 

The heart of the Demon God in Lu Yang’s soul burst into pieces. The huge divine power even made Lu 

Yang feel terrified. The Blazing Demon God was replenished and instilled into Lu Yang’s soul. In an 

instant, Lu Yang’s energy was stronger than before. More abundant. 

 

“Thanks a lot,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Blazing Demon said: “You and I are in the same body, and I will never let you have anything to do.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed. He knew that the Blazing Demon God had a hard mouth and a soft heart, and he still 

couldn’t let go of the high spirit of the king. In fact, the two of them had been friends for a long time. He 

said, “Don’t worry, I can’t die.” 

 

Blazing Demon said: “Be careful, he is going to work hard.” 

 

“Let’s see who is not going to die.” Lu Yang stared at the ancient demon **** and said. 

 

The ancient demon **** was already crazy at this time, he couldn’t understand what the Blazing Demon 

God did, but for an ant-like human being, the Blazing Demon God destroyed the heart of his natal body 

demon god. 

 

With such a huge amount of energy, Lu Yang can hold on for another hour, while the ancient demon 

gods dare not avoid Lu Yang for another hour. He is afraid of being eaten by Lu Yang, so now he can only 

do his best, relying on his soul. Still stronger than Lu Yang, he took the initiative to rush towards Lu Yang. 

 

But his strength at this time and Lu Yang’s strength are no longer the earliest difference between the 

world and the earth. Now the two of them are in a state like a spoiled rich kid who wants to take a knife 

to fight with a desperado who fights on the battlefield every day. As desperately, originally the rich boy 



had two good knives, but the desperadoes didn’t. But before the rich boy was afraid of death, and when 

he ran away, he dropped a good knife and was picked up by the desperadoes. 

 

Now both of them are holding a good knife, it depends on who is more daring to fight hard. The way of 

the rich family’s desperate is to attack indiscriminately with a wave of anger, and the desperado’s fight 

is a rule. 

 

“Boom” 

 

The ancient demon **** bit Lu Yang’s head in one bite. Just when the ancient demon **** desperately 

wanted to break it, Lu Yang’s head turned into an arm, and it turned into a head on the arm holding him. 

The head of the ancient demon god. 

 

At the moment the ancient demon **** exerted force, Lu Yang also bite, Lu Yang’s arm shattered, and 

the ancient demon god’s head shattered and turned into soul fragments into Lu Yang’s mouth. 

 

The ancient demon **** only has a broken body to struggle for himself, but he has no capital to fight 

again. Lu Yang seized the opportunity to bite with all his strength and swallowed the entire body of the 

ancient demon god. 

 

In an instant, Lu Yang’s soul swelled, and countless memory fragments passed through Lu Yang’s mind, 

and finally formed a complete memory. 

 

When the world was created and the sky was opened, the ancient demon **** coexisted with heaven 

and earth. He was not transformed by elves. He was actually a part of the origin of the world of different 

worlds, that is to say, he was a part of the origin of fire. 

 

When the world was separated, part of the origin of fire fell between the heaven and the earth, most of 

them became fire elves, and a small number of them combined to become the ancient demon god-

Terragus. 

 

In the countless years after that, the ancient demon gods and other elemental gods formed the earliest 

different world ruling groups. They had their respective regions, and their respective elemental spirits 

competed for territory with other elements. 



 

After countless years passed, the ancient demon **** and the other elemental master gods of the 

various elements had a battle between the gods. During the battle, the ancient demon **** and the 

elemental master gods of each element were severely injured by the opponent, and countless origins 

fell from the body and transformed into new ones. Fire element sprite. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2289: Soul·phoenix 

  

These new fire elemental spirits were picked up by the lieutenants of the ancient demon gods, and one 

of the lieutenants got most of the fire elemental spirits. Taking advantage of the ancient devil god’s 

serious injury, he killed the ancient devil **** and snatched his throne. 

 

But the ancient demon **** did not die, because at the peak of the **** king, he caught a fire elf 

turned into a phoenix. He swallowed the phoenix and gained the ability to be immortal. No matter how 

many times he was killed, as long as he was hiding in If the soul of the Phoenix in the Demon Temple is 

not swallowed by the enemy, he will be resurrected countless times. 

 

This demon temple is Bandarsburg. The phoenix swallowed by Lu Yang is actually a phoenix in another 

world. Originally, the ancient demon **** thought he could resurrect indefinitely with the phoenix, but 

in fact, his body was being killed by the lieutenant. After that, all the divine power was absorbed by the 

lieutenant. 

 

The ancient demon **** refused to accept it and resurrected with the power of the phoenix. He 

returned to another world through Bandarsburg, devouring other fire elements to restore his power. As 

a result, the ancient demon **** was discovered by the lieutenant when he contacted the old ministry 

and was killed again. 

 

The ancient demon god’s recovery method also made him bear the label of the devil. The lieutenant 

took this opportunity to issue a **** king order, and then encounter the ancient demon **** to kill it. 

With the changes of the times, the ancient demon **** has been passed down from generation to 

generation. It turned out to be the scariest devouring demon in another world, the fire ghost. 



 

It is said that he will appear to be chaotic every few years, and the result of this legend has led to the 

appearance of the ancient demon and was hunted down. In the end, in the constant death, the phoenix 

had to fall into a long sleep because of the exhaustion of the soul. state. 

 

Until the Blazing Demon God was killed, the King of Gods had been changed for two generations, and 

the ancient Demon God was awakened. After that, there was an incident in which the Ancient Demon 

God killed all Tier 4 prisoners in the lower-level prison of Bandarsburg. 

 

The ancient demon **** had always wanted to find a qualified body as his carrier, because he was 

afraid that the soul of the phoenix was exhausted, the ancient demon **** did not easily start, until Lu 

Yang appeared, he found that Lu Yang and the Blazing Demon God coexist, so Starting with Lu Yang, he 

didn’t expect to end up like this in the end. 

 

Lu Yang’s soul fell to the ground, and the broken soul body bitten by the ancient demon **** was in 

pain every moment, but the ancient demon **** soul that was eaten by him was quickly repairing his 

soul, and let His soul is stronger. 

 

The Blazing Demon God is the same body as Lu Yang’s soul and spirit. While Lu Yang has seen the 

memory of the ancient Demon God, the Blazing Demon God also read it again and said with emotion: 

“You are so lucky. I am all jealous. You, you, you It even swallowed the soul of the ancient demon god, 

and also ate the phoenix. 

 

The biggest problem for cultivators after Tier 4 is that they can’t find a suitable spirit as a support. Spirits 

like the Phoenix have already disappeared, and even I can’t find them. 

 

Now you have the power of the phoenix. In the future, as long as you hide the soul of the phoenix in the 

underground of Bandarsberg, you will also be immortal, and Bandarsberg and this space will become 

your demon temple. Because this was originally the Demon Temple of the Ancient Demon God, it was so 

jealous that I had never lived so well in my life. ” 

 

Lu Yang’s consciousness returned to his body, and the sharp pain in his soul caused him to fall directly to 

the ground. He smiled helplessly and said, “What is the use of this Demon Temple?” 

 



The Blazing Demon was anxious and said: “Of course it is useful. The first major role of the Demon 

Temple is to help you improve your strength. These things are very complicated. Let alone the sun 

outside Bandarsburg. You can fight people again. At that time, you can directly break through the space 

to expose the sun, the flame power of the fifth-tier peak, and the general sixth-tier strength will be 

harmed, and there is no doubt that there will be death below the sixth.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How can I make Bandarsburg my devil temple?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “Use your soul to connect with him, use your body as a carrier, and finally 

choose an organ as the connection point. I choose the heart. If someone attacks my heart, I can directly 

open the Demon Temple and take all of the opponent’s The damage is put in, so my heart will never be 

attacked.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Then I, like you, use my heart as a carrier.” 

 

He perceives Bandarsberg with his soul. In an instant, the connection between Bandarsberg and this 

space is as if they are part of Lu Yang’s body. The feeling of intimacy is as simple as a brain commanding 

arm. 

 

Lu Yang’s soul issued an order, and his body was naturally connected with Bandarsburg. After that, the 

heart became the connection point. 

 

Now Lu Yang only needs a single thought to control the sunrise and sunset of Bandarsberg, and he can 

use various parts of his body to open up the space of Bandarsberg to summon the sun at any time. 

 

Blazing Demon God was very satisfied with Lu Yang’s approach and said, “It is too late to teach you 

spells, but by relying on the sun in the Summoning Demon Temple as an attack method, you can still kill 

any existence within the fifth rank. 

 

In addition, let me help you improve your attack methods. You transfer my teleportation formation to 

the hall in Bandarsburg. It is a seventh-order magic formation. Although it can only be triggered once, as 

long as you can move it Pull in and you can kill any creature below the seventh level. ” 

 



Lu Yang nodded and used his magic power to transfer the Blazing Demon God’s teleportation formation 

into the hall, and then turned his soul into an undead bird and left it at the bottom of Bandarsburg, 

saying: “It looks like I can go back and join the battle. NS.” 

 

The Blazing Demon said with emotion: “You don’t have any shortcomings now. has also been promoted 

to Tier 4, but you have to remember one thing. The Phoenix is not to make you afraid of death, but to 

make you afraid of death. You are fighting the enemy indefinitely. If you use the phoenix as a soul 

because you are afraid of death, your future is another ancient demon god. If you can forget that there 

is a phoenix and fight desperately in every war, you can become A true powerhouse.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled firmly in his eyes, and said, “Trust me, you won’t be disappointed. You ruined the heart 

of the devil for me.” 

 

The heart of the Demon God itself was not big, and the piece that was destroyed was almost one-fifth 

the size of the heart of the Demon God. Although it helped Lu Yang become stronger, it also greatly 

damaged the strength of the Blazing Demon God. 

 

Blazing Demon God said dejectedly: “After this battle, quickly help me find a piece of Demon God’s 

Heart Fragment, otherwise I will really die, this wound is beyond me to heal.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Don’t worry, everything has me.” 

 

A ray of light flickered, and Lu Yang easily broke through the space and returned to the ground, and his 

location was exactly where he left, the dense forest outside Shekou, and at this time, there was nothing 

left that had been burned for half a lifetime by bitter love. . 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2290: Weird Necromancer 

  



Lu Yang took out the communicator and said to Zhuojiu, Baishi, Xia Yuwei, Zhou Tianming, and Kuai 

Bansheng at the same time: “Brothers, I’m back.” 

 

“Boss?!” The white lion and the bitter love were excited at the same time, and they finally waited for Lu 

Yang. 

 

“Where are you, boss, we have a big deal,” said bitter love half-life anxiously. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I know everything here. Where are you?” 

 

Ai Ai half-life said: “I am with the white lion, everyone else has lost contact, I am anxious to death.” 

 

When Kuai Hansheng took people out to set the fire, he was the closest to the white lion. When he 

heard that something happened to the white lion, he immediately went to support him. Now Kuai 

Hansheng and the three males of the Bai family are desperately blocking the son of the beast god. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How long can you last?” 

 

The white lion has been wounded all over his body, the deepest wound and bones are exposed, still 

gritted his teeth and said: “Leave us alone, the son of the beast **** can’t kill us temporarily. You are 

the furthest away from us and the least easy to support. Save the family first. The Necromancer 

appeared, and the old man twilight rebelled. Boss, I’m sorry for you.” 

 

The place where the old man Twilight lives is under the jurisdiction of the White Lion’s legion. No 

problem with the old man Twilight was found, and the White Lion was negligent. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Don’t talk about it yet. I didn’t expect that he could betray me. You hold on for a long 

time at most. I will definitely save you. I am already Tier 4 now.” 

 

The white lion and the half-life of bitter love ignited hope at the same time, saying: “We are waiting for 

you.” 

 



Lu Yang turned off the communicator. The current situation is too critical. The five commanders only 

have two answers. Zhou Tianming, Zhuojiu and Xia Yuwei don’t know whether they are alive or dead. He 

summoned Red Night, jumped on the leader and said, “Fly back. Shekou.” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Hong Ye roared and fluttered into the air. Shekou in front could see it with naked eyes. Hong Ye flew to 

the top of the mountain on the south side in only five minutes. At this time, the top of the mountain had 

become a dark pit with no bottom. . 

 

Lu Yang ordered: “Fly in, I want to know what’s going on inside?” 

 

Hong Ye neighed and plunged into the huge pit on the top of the mountain. When he was halfway, Lu 

Yang lit his hands with flames, illuminating the surrounding area. 

 

The rocks on both sides are everywhere with signs of fragmentation. Obviously, this hole was just 

broken open and did not exist long ago. Only the Necromancer Legion summoned by the Necromancer 

can do this. 

 

In any case, Lu Yang must kill the Tier 4 Necromancer generals. Like the Huo Ling generals, the purpose 

of the Necromancer generals is to sacrifice mankind to expand and warp time and space, and to send in 

stronger alien races. 

 

Although Lu Yang didn’t know why the Necromancer did not order the Necromancer Legion to attack 

immediately while they were out fighting, but instead captured Xia Yuwei and the others, no matter 

what, the Necromancer would not be kind. 

 

“Boss, pay attention.” Hong Ye sent a message to Lu Yang through her consciousness, and there was a 

huge **** in front of her. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Fly at full speed, don’t worry about me.” 

 



With Lu Yang’s current strength, no matter what Hong Ye makes, he can easily attach to Lu Yang’s body. 

Tier 4 is a spirit body. Lu Yang is now a pure flame, which can instantly become weightless. The state will 

not be disturbed by acceleration. 

 

Hong Ye gave a low growl to indicate that he knew that, leaning over and flying into the slope, while 

flying along the **** at high speed, Hong Ye’s body burst into flames, he already felt the enemy is 

ahead. 

 

Lu Yang also sensed that, with his hands folded across his chest, six lava spears appeared around his 

body out of thin air. 

 

The **** is not long. A large number of skeletons appeared at the end of the slope. They roared and 

rushed towards Red Night, but before it was too close, Red Night spewed out a dragon’s breath, and a 

large number of skeletons were burned to fly ash. 

 

These skeletons could not stop the dragon’s breath of Red Night. After several consecutive times, Red 

Night easily killed all the skeletons and flew Lu Yang to the bottom of the slope. 

 

Lu Yang looked around with the light of the flame in his hand, only to find that he was in a huge cave. 

The cave was nearly 100 meters high and more than a thousand meters in diameter. It was completely a 

huge underground square. 

 

“Boom” 

 

On the walls around the square, flames instantly ignited, lighting up the entire cave. Right in front of Lu 

Yang, a 3-meter-high skeleton with blue flames burning all over his body was staring at Lu Yang. 

 

“Tier 4, is it really surprising?” Lan Yan Skull asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang sensed that the Blue Flame Skeleton’s strength was also Tier 4. He jumped off the dragon’s head 

and walked to a position 10 meters in front of the Blue Skull, and said, “You are the Necromancer 

Nemor?” 

 



“Do you even know me?” Blue Flame Skeleton was very excited, and said, “Sure enough, there are inner 

ghosts in our team, and we are tied.” 

 

Lu Yang felt that the killing intent on Naymor’s body was very weak, and frowned and asked, “Where is 

my person? Hand it over, I will let you go.” 

 

“Haha~!” As if he heard Tianda’s joke, Naymor burst into laughter, pointing to Lu Yang and said, “How 

long have you been promoted to Tier 4, 1 day? 2 days? Do you know how long I have been promoted? 

For three hundred years, for three hundred years, I can learn more Tier 4 spells than the sum of all the 

spells you learned from Tier 1 to Tier 3. You said you want to let me go?” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “So there is nothing to talk about?” 

 

“You can talk, you can talk?” Naymor raised his bone arm to signal Lu Yang not to worry, and said, “I 

have a proposal. You will join me and kill everyone in Donghai and Shekou, and then I will allow you to 

join me. organization.” 

 

Lu Yang sensed something was wrong, and asked, “What do you mean by this? Your mission to come to 

Earth is not to sacrifice mankind to open up the twisted time and space? How can the gods who killed 

you come here?” 

 

“Who said I was going to let those stupid **** come here?” Naymor’s skull face with a mocking 

expression said, “I am different from General Fire Spirit. Those idiots only know loyalty. I have my own. 

Thinking, I have my desire, if they can all become gods, why can’t I.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God was anxious, and cursed in his soul: “This lunatic, he wants to be a **** at the 

fourth rank? What’s wrong with the other world? Is it all so disorderly?” 

 

Lu Yang was also a little curious, and asked, “Why do you become a god?” 

 

“By him.” A firelight lit up behind Nimor, and a red fleshy female worm with a height of 20 meters and a 

body length of 50 meters revealed its body. 

 



“Roar~!” The mother of flesh worm roared, and it was the roar that Nimor controlled him. 

 

The Blazing Demon God yelled in fear in his soul, cursing: “Damn, this **** brought the flesh and blood 

worms here. Aren’t these things dead in another world? How come there are?” 

 

Lu Yang asked in his consciousness: “I only saw the female flesh and blood worms in gamesAre they 

special?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said excitedly: “They also have another name called Divine Killing Insects. There 

is no restriction on the body of the flesh-and-blood female insects. The creatures that swallow a few 

levels can be upgraded to several levels. Originally, they were not from another world. A bug in a world. 

During the Second War of the Ancients, the Space God accidentally connected two planes. Because of 

these bugs, our Protoss suffered heavy casualties, and finally killed them all and sealed the passage of 

time and space. This bug is completely It shouldn’t have appeared.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Naymor and asked, “Where did you come from, the flesh-and-blood mother?” 

 

“You know?” Naymor was even more excited, and said, “It’s really surprising. You must have the soul of 

the Blazing Demon in your body. I am so happy. Let my child eat you and get the knowledge of the 

Blazing Demon. , He will be stronger.” 

 

Lu Yang watched Naimoor approach him, and said with a sneer, “Can you do it?” 

 

“Of course, it’s very easy to kill you.” A large number of bone spears braving black light appeared around 

Naymor. His right hand pointed at Lu Yang, and dozens of bone spears shot towards Lu Yang. 

 

Chapter 2291: Instant kills the flesh female worm 

  

With such a large number of bone spears, Lu Yang’s lava spear cannot stop it, nor can the Three-Eyed 

Magic Flower’s Teng Shield. Take in the bone spears. 

 

With the huge space of Bandarsburg, these bone spears will soon stagnate, and their power will be 

exhausted after being inserted into the soil for a few hundred meters. 



 

But Lu Yang couldn’t do this until now. The strength of the blood mother worm behind was 

unfathomable. Bandarsburg was Lu Yang’s trick, and he could only avoid it now. 

 

“Hot and Fast” 

 

A flame burst out from under Lu Yang’s feet, and he flew Lu Yangbeng 30 meters away to the side, easily 

avoiding countless bone spears. At the same time, the six lava spears behind Lu Yang shot out and flew 

not far. In the dark area. 

 

“Ah~!” 

 

Six lava spears pierced a shadow area at the same time, and the dark demon Manding revealed his 

figure. At the third level, his entire body was pierced by six lava spears. The violent flame energy 

instantly exploded, and Manding even said a last word. Before he could say it, he was burned to fly ash. 

 

Naymor watched Lu Yang’s movements with interest, and said with satisfaction: “As expected, with the 

help of the Blazing Demon God, he can sense Manding hiding in the dark. Don’t be proud. I never 

regarded him as a subordinate. Death doesn’t make any sense to me.” 

 

Lu Yang stared at Nymol, pointed his right hand forward, and a lava laser shot out, and instantly hit him 

in front of him. However, a bone shield appeared out of thin air, blocking all the lava laser. 

 

“Boom” 

 

The bone shield shattered, revealing a sneered Nermo. With a finger on his right hand, a black light hit 

Lu Yang, and said: “Among the spells of the various schools, only the necromantic spells have the most 

violent damage. , Lightning-like speed, and shields like earth mages, necromantic spells, and invincible of 

the same level~! Lu Yang, why are you killing me? Is it the blazing demon **** that is broken in your 

body?” 

 

A red light came out of Lu Yang’s body, and the Red Flame Battle Armor appeared on his body. The black 

light hit the Red Flame Battle Armor and disappeared without leaving a single black spot. Lu Yang 

sneered at Naymor and said: ” Do you still think you are invincible at the same level?” 



 

Naymor was dumbfounded, and said in shock: “Red and Red Flame Armor? How come you have this set 

of equipment, can you enter another world?” 

 

“You talk too much.” Lu Yang launched the Black Sun melee technique, and the flames all over his body 

burned to the extreme, like a sunspot, rushing towards Nelmo with a heat of 4500 degrees. 

 

There is nothing in this world that can’t be ignited. If there is, the flame temperature is not enough. 

Adhering to this point of view, Lu Yang does not believe that Naymor’s necromantic magic can withstand 

the high temperature of the flame. 

 

Of course Naymor couldn’t hold it, and he couldn’t wear Lu Yang’s red flame armor, especially when the 

Red Flame scepter in Lu Yang’s hand also appeared, Naymor could only flee backward in horror. 

 

“Damn it, since you forced me, don’t blame me for being impolite.” Naymor’s body turned into a black 

shadow and disappeared in place. The next second, he appeared on the head of the Flesh Mother. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Naymor roared, and his soul pierced into the head of the Flesh Mother, controlling the Flesh Mother to 

stare at Lu Yang, and said triumphantly: “Feel the death, this Flesh Mother is a seventh-order.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God was shocked, and said: “Run, you must never fight him, the time and space 

spells of the Flesh Mother Worm can kill you with a single blow.” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t expect the flesh and blood female worm to be so powerful, and couldn’t help asking, 

“Could it be that he didn’t have such a high rank.” 

 

As soon as the voice fell, a blue light appeared from the body of the female worm, forming a space-time 

crack on his head, and then a very small worm fell from the crack. When he met Naymor, Nai Moore let 

out a roar that pierced his soul. 

 

“Why didn’t you die?” 



 

“How could you still be alive, it’s impossible?” 

 

“Spare me, please forgive me!” 

 

… 

 

Faced with Naymor’s begging for mercy, the mother flesh worm was indifferent. After a short while, 

Naymor didn’t have a voice anymore. There was a chewing sound in the mouth of the flesh mother 

worm. Thank you.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and asked, “Who are you and what is going on?” 

 

The Flesh Mother uttered a crazy laugh and said: “I’m really lucky. Since our Zerg defeated and returned 

to the alien plane, the Zergs who stayed behind were caught and studied by the races of the other 

world. 

 

Back then, I let my body feign death, and my body escaped to a special plane in a different space and hid 

it. Sure enough, my body was also captured by a **** in another world, but the person who captured 

me turned out to be the ancestor of Nimor. Group waste, even when I was already dead, in order to 

occupy my body, I was hidden on the different plane. 

 

Now that I have come to Earth, Naymor summoned me out, wanting to rely on my body to cultivate 

with the advantage that no gods can reach here, but I am not dead, as long as he dares to enter my body 

with his soul, I can I swallowed him, I just did it, so, weak crawler, I really want to thank you, why don’t I 

kill you. ” 

 

The huge body of the flesh-and-blood mother flickered in front of Lu Yang, opening his blood basin and 

biting him towards Lu Yang. With such a sudden attack, Lu Yang didn’t seem to react at all, allowing Lu 

Yang to be surrounded by his blood basin. But at this moment. 

 

“Transfer” 

 



Lu Yang transported the Flesh Mother to the hall in Bandarsburg. Just after landing, the seventh-order 

magic circle beneath the Flesh Mother blew out a terrifying flame, burning the Flesh Mother’s head to 

ashes. 

 

“Huh~!” Lu Yang sat down on the ground, looked at the fleshy female worm lying completely on the 

ground, excitedly said to the Blazing Demon God: “It’s dangerous, it’s almost.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God smiled and said: “It’s very similar to me back then. I really dare to kill my life. If 

you slow down, you will be dead.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “What am I afraid of having your magic circle? I thought he was so strong that 

he would die so easily.” 

 

The Red Flame Demon God said silently: “That is the fire array left by me when I was the Flame God 

King. Although it is a seventh-order, it is also the seventh-order peak attack spell. You can’t burn it, so 

where can I put the face of my **** king.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and walked to the abdomen of the Flesh Mother Worm. The red flame scepter in his 

hand pierced into the Flesh Mother Worm’s abdomen upside down. He already felt Xia Yuwei and 

thousands of Jagged Brothers soldiers in his abdomen. 

 

“Pula” 

 

Xia Yuwei stood up from inside when a worm egg landed, but the perfect face on her face was ruined at 

this time, her left face was covered with blue magic lines, and her right face was normal, but with deep 

sadness. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2292: The birth of the Void Warrior Legion 

  



Immediately afterwards, one by one, eggs fell out of a spatial fissure in the flesh and blood female 

worm. Lu Yang knew that this spatial rift was a space created by the flesh and blood female worm, 

similar to the Demon Temple. 

 

“Snapped” 

 

“Snapped” 

 

“Snapped” 

 

… 

 

One by one the eggs were broken, and Liu Juan, Li Mao and other girls fell out of the eggs. Just like Xia 

Yuwei, each of them had blue magic patterns on half of their faces, but everyone didn’t care about their 

sad companions. The appearance, but knelt on the ground and cried. 

 

All the eggs from Lu Yang and others flew out. He counted the number. There were only more than 

1,000 people, all of whom were members of the sister group. The other fighters and cultivators were all 

missing, that is, they all died in battle. 

 

These people are different from others, because most of the dead cultivators and fighters were the 

boyfriends or husbands of members of the more than one thousand sister groups. 

 

During the six months of guarding Shekou, it was the happiest day for the members of the sister group. 

There were no parents to bother them to buy a house or car, and they did not need to live in other 

people’s quarrels. Although it was a battlefield, there were so many people who liked them with them. 

Around. 

 

Almost ten soldiers and cultivators in Shekou pursued one member of the sister group, and some of 

them were beautiful and even dozens of people pursued one. 

 



In just one month, all the members of the sister group have gained love. Although they are not married, 

Lu Yang has promised all the fighters to hold a collective wedding for them when the fighting calms 

down. Now, only these girls are alive, and those of them ‘S lover is dead! 

 

“Vengeance, I want revenge~!” Xia Yuwei let out a sharp roar, as he knelt on the ground and hammered 

the ground with his fists clenched in both hands. 

 

“Vengeance, we want revenge~!” More than a thousand members of the sister group screamed 

savagely at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang frowned and looked at Xia Yuwei, and asked, “What the **** is going on?” 

 

Xia Yuwei looked at Lu Yang with tears in her eyes, gritted her teeth and said, “Zheng Yuan, Zhang Zibo, 

and so many brothers, all were eaten by the flesh and blood mother in front of us, and now my ears are 

still circling Zheng Yuan to make me run. The voice of Zhang Zibo, and the way Zhang Zibo is desperate 

for me, boss, I want revenge.” 

 

Lu Yang’s tears were also a bit unbearable. Zheng Yuan had harmed Lu Yang back then, but that was 

because he loved Xia Yuwei. Later, Zheng Yuan got rid of his son’s habit and returned to the guild to stay 

with Xia Yuwei with peace of mind. Pursue her, just guard her. 

 

Zhang Zibo and Xia Yuwei had been in love for a while, but the two had no follow-up development 

because Xia Yuwei’s work was too busy. In the strongest period of the Jagged Brothers League, Xia 

Yuwei was the most popular star in the world, running around the world every day Sometimes, Zhang 

Zibo took three planes a day and went to three different countries. Zhang Zibo knew that he was not 

good enough for Xia Yuwei, so he took the initiative to restore the friendship and guarded her. 

 

Not only these two people, but under Xia Yuwei’s hands, many cultivators followed her because they 

admired her, and this time, almost all died. Xia Yuwei could not bear this kind of pain. 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said, “Your enemy has been killed by me. Don’t get excited yet. Take a break. I will 

look at your body and see what’s going on.” 

 



Xia Yuwei stood on the spot and said in a solemn voice: “Our enemy is not this flesh-and-blood mother, 

but all the enemies of other worlds. They have ruined our lives and killed our relatives and lovers.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God took the initiative to fly out of Lu Yang, standing on Lu Yang’s shoulder in the 

form of a fire spirit body, looking at Xia Yuwei and saying, “Do you really want revenge?” 

 

“Who are you?” Xia Yuwei asked vigilantly. 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised. The Blazing Demon God still appeared in front of outsiders for the first 

time and asked, “What is their condition now? What is the blue magic pattern on their faces?” 

 

The Blazing Devil chuckled and said, “This thing is called a parasite. What does it mean? It can be said to 

be a parasite that lives in the bodies of these girls. After swallowing their souls, they occupy their bodies, 

but this parasite can only They only acted under the control of the flesh-and-blood mother, but now that 

the flesh-and-blood mother dies, these parasites have turned into nutrition for these girls and can be 

used by them.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and said, “I don’t understand everything, I don’t understand.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God gave Lu Yang a white look, and said, “It means that if Xia Yuwei can refine the 

parasites in his body, he will gain a part of the power of the flesh-and-blood mother. If these girls dare 

to eat the body of this flesh-and-blood mother, their The strength will increase rapidly, and eventually 

become the form of a void warrior.” 

 

Blazing Demon God continued: “The so-called Void Warriors are people who have the ability to travel 

through time and space. They can easily hide in the void for a few days. During this period, unless you 

can find his invisible void coordinates, there will be a breakdown. The ability of the void can hurt them, 

otherwise, they won’t suffer any harm. 

 

Moreover, the Void Warriors’ attack methods are extremely powerful. They are the existence that can 

kill people by crossing the ranks. Even the Tier 4 Fire Spirit generals may not be able to stop Xia Yuwei’s 

sneak attack killer moves, but there is a premise here, that is, Xia Yuwei and this. A group of girls can 

accept to become such a face forever. ” 

 



Xia Yuwei looked at Lu Yang and asked, “Is what he said is true?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “You can trust him like you believe me.” 

 

Xia Yuwei laughed at herself and said: “The people who love me are dead, what else do you want with 

this face, please tell me the way to practice, I will avenge the people who love me.” 

 

“We are also willing, just asking for revenge.” Liu Juan, Li Mao and other girls shouted in unison. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “The method of cultivation is very simple, Lu Yang, take them all into the 

Demon God Temple, and I will teach them personally.” 

 

In the countless years of fighting the God-killing Zerg in another world, the Blazing Demon had long 

understood the cultivation method of the God-killing Zerg, and it was very easy to teach Xia Yuwei and 

the others. 

 

Lu Yang opened up the inner space and took all the girls, including Xia Yuwei, Liu Juan, and the corpses 

of the flesh and blood mother worm into the Demon Temple, and he flew in. 

 

Xia Yuwei asked: “Boss, what should I do?” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the Blazing Demon God, and the Blazing Demon God said: “Cut open the body of the 

female worm. There is a special organ inside. I call him the master brain. This kind of zerg is very strange. 

Their heads will not die if they are gone. , As long as the main brain is still there, it will grow back soon. 

All their memories are stored in this main brain. You give the main brain to Xia Yuwei. From now on, she 

will command this Void Warrior Legion.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, holding the tip of the red flame scepter to cut through the body of the fleshy female 

worm, and found a football-sized blue brain from the neck. He took it out and asked, “Is it this? Why is it 

still beating? ” 

 

Blazing Demon said: “This is it, let Xia Yuwei eat it.” 

 



Xia Yuwei took the organ directly from Lu Yang’s hand, regardless of the disgusting smell from it and the 

hard-to-swallow chewing sensation, bit by bit in front of Lu Yang, even the blue blood was left in her 

stomach. 

 

“Om” 

 

A blue light suddenly appeared on Xia Yuwei’s face, and the magic pattern became an earthworm 

crawling on Xia Yuwei’s face. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2293: Support turbid sake 

  

“Want to kill me, I ate you.” An angry voice appeared, and it turned out to be in human language. 

 

Blazing Demon said to Xia Yuwei: “Eat it in your soul, if you lose, it will become you.” 

 

Xia Yuwei panicked, and asked, “How do I control the soul?” 

 

“I’ll help you.” A red light from the spirit body of the Blazing Demon God hit Xia Yuwei’s eyebrows. In the 

next second, Xia Yuwei’s consciousness returned to the soul space. 

 

In this small place, a weak and ant-like soul was madly biting Xia Yuwei’s soul that was the size of a 

basketball. 

 

Xia Yuwei felt the pain of the soul, the feeling as if the brain was torn apart by a person, causing Xia 

Yuwei to bite the soul like an ant in a rage, but when Xia Yuwei was about to chew the other party, she 

found that the other party was there. Desperately resisting, Xia Yuwei couldn’t even bite. 

 



But Xia Yuwei is in a state of extreme anger at this time. She has been with her for more than 20 years. 

Zhang Zibo and Zheng Yuan, who grew up together since childhood, are dead. She hates the flesh-and-

blood mother worm and will bite her desperately. Shatter it. 

 

… 

 

Outside. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the Blazing Demon God beside him, and asked with some worry, “Nothing will 

happen, right.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God sneered and said: “How can it be absolutely safe? You almost died differently. 

Malthus and I tried our best and blew a corner of the Demon God’s heart, or the ancient Demon God 

feared the soul battle, you Only after she survived, whether Xia Yuwei can survive, it’s up to him.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Can you help her?” 

 

Blazing Demon thought for a while, and said: “You can input part of the flame origin into her soul, which 

can play a part, but it takes a long time for you to restore this part of the origin.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, pressing his left hand on Xia Yuwei’s head, and inputting the origin of the flame in Xia 

Yuwei’s soul into Xia Yuwei’s soul. He said to the Blazing Demon God: “I can’t bear the death of my 

brother anymore.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God didn’t stop, he just smiled and watched Lu Yang doing these things. On the 

other hand, a violent flame energy suddenly poured into Xia Yuwei’s soul, and this energy could be 

controlled by him. 

 

Xia Yuwei was anxious because she couldn’t kill the soul of the flesh and blood mother worm. She 

quickly controlled this flame energy to launch an attack. 

 



The soul of the flesh-and-blood mother was originally strong in the outside world, and then it was 

completely unstoppable by the attack of flames, and the soul was crushed by Xia Yuwei, and after 

chewing, it was swallowed into the body of the soul. 

 

“Om” 

 

After the magic line on Xia Yuwei’s left face suddenly released a ray of light, it stopped spreading. She 

opened her eyes and looked at Lu Yang and said, “Boss, I’m all right.” 

 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief, and then said, “How do you feel?” 

 

Xia Yuwei smiled and opened her arms and said: “I now feel that my whole body and soul merge with 

the void, and the void is my final destination.” 

 

The magic lines on Xia Yuwei’s face quickly crawled all over her body. In the next second, her body 

disappeared out of thin air. If it hadn’t been for Lu Yang’s perception ability to lock Xia Yuwei, even Lu 

Yang wouldn’t know where Xia Yuwei had gone. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and asked: “You slowly digest the information of the soul of the flesh and blood mother, 

and teach the sisters to learn spells. I will go to the war first.” 

 

Xia Yuwei showed her figure, the magic lines disappeared, and said, “Okay.” 

 

Lu Yang looked back at everyone in the sister group, and said: “Be strong, your enemy is not dead yet, 

don’t fall, take revenge for them, live well for them, and become stronger for them.” 

 

Liu Juan, Li Mao and other girls looked at Lu Yang with firm eyes. They knew that they were not qualified 

to be sad for too long. The enemy was still attacking. Their comrades in arms had to face death at any 

time. Now they can only hide their sadness. Protect the living brothers, because they are fighters of the 

Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

“Boss rest assured, we know what to do.” Liu Juan said solemnly. 

 



Lu Yang nodded and glanced at them one last time. The soul returned to his body. He summoned Red 

Night, jumped on the dragon’s head, and said, “Leave here and look for dirty wine.” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Hong Ye roared, spread his wings to ignite the flames, and quickly flew out of the underground tunnel, 

and flew towards the direction of Riyue Mountain. 

 

The Blazing Demon God asked curiously in his consciousness: “Among all the monsters that have just 

been killed, there is no Old Man Twilight. Don’t you continue to look for him in the underground cave?” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Did you perceive his location?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God shook his head and said, “No, he seems to have disappeared.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “The old fox won’t stay here. He will definitely find an excuse to leave. He 

won’t come out until the end of the war, but no matter where he goes, I will find his blood debt. Blood 

compensation, killing so many of my brothers, I absolutely can’t spare him.” 

 

If Lu Yang relies on his perception ability to find the late old man, Lu Yang is confident that he can find it, 

but it will take a lot of time, but what Lu Yang lacks most now is time. 

 

The remaining two enemies, one is the Demon Legion, the other is the Fire Demon Legion led by the Fire 

Spirit General, and the most difficult is the latter. If the Fire Spirit General cannot be defeated in a short 

time, the Demon Legion may break through the line of defense of the dirty wine. Attack the Shekou 

headquarters. 

 

The only thing Lu Yang can do now is to believe that Zhou Tianming can delay General Huo Ling. 

According to the suspicion of a different world race, General Huo Ling will definitely wait for news from 

the Necromancer after he knows that the Necromancer has launched an offensive. 

 

If the Necromancer is severely injured, the Fire Spirit will attack. Now that the news of the death of the 

Necromancer has not spread, Xia Yuwei and others are also hiding in the Demon Temple. It is absolutely 



impossible for the Fire Spirit to know the situation here. , General Huo Ling will never fight Zhou 

Tianming, the two sides are still in confrontation. 

 

Lu Yang patted Hong Ye’s head and said, “Take out all your power to fly, and be sure to get to the muddy 

wine within 20 minutes.” 

 

“Roar~!” Hong Ye let out a low roar, and a more violent flame emerged from his body, illuminating half 

of the sky like a sun. 

 

It is only about 100 kilometers from Shekou to the place where the turbid alcohol is armed. is a grand 

canyon, originally an easy to defend and difficult place to attack, but at this time, six defensive positions 

full of mountains have been breached, and thousands of soldiers and more than 100 mages died in the 

formation. 

 

The broken magic circle still exudes the light of spells, so that in the middle of the night, this grand 

canyon is illuminated by lights of various colors. 

 

The demons have also suffered great losses. At least 3,000 demons have died on the ground. The mages 

of the Jagged Brotherhood in the subsequent positions rely on the magic circle to continuously throw 

third-order flames, ice bolts, and wind blades. The archers also kept shooting venomous bows and 

arrows. 

 

The demons rushed up again and again to destroy the magic circle, but they were all beheaded with 

shields and star steel two-handed swords by the Jagged Brothers soldiers who protected the magic circle 

in front. 

 

On the side of the war between the two sides, the body of the turbid wine was shining with golden light, 

and Malthus’s weak soul was desperately summoning the element of holy light, but the body of the 

turbid wine had been injured in many places and could resist it, just because he was a warrior of the 

holy light. The Holy Light helps him recover at any time. 

 

The three big demons on the opposite side were not well, Zalha was badly injured and one arm was 

missing. Mons’ abdomen was shining with golden light, and it couldn’t heal. Bicas had broken two horns. 

 



  

  

  

 

Chapter 2295: Void Blade 

  

Void Blade, a special weapon made of Void Iron, belongs to Tier 3, but this weapon can even be used as 

a Tier 4 or even Tier 5 weapon, because Void Fine Iron contains void energy. , Will create void rifts in a 

very short time, like distorting time and space, splitting all objects. 

 

Only creatures above the sixth rank can resist the damage of the void rift. Theoretically speaking, as long 

as the creature holding the void blade approaches, the creature below the sixth rank will undoubtedly 

die. 

 

This weapon was found by the Blazing Demon in a secret room set up by the Void God underground in 

Bandarsberg. Since Lu Yang merged with the ancient demon gods, he automatically gained control of 

Bandarsberg. 

 

Lu Yang is in the same body as the Blazing Demon God. Naturally, the Blazing Demon God also has 

control of Bandarsberg. He easily scanned the entire Bandarsberg and found the Void God, Water God, 

Thor and other main gods. The secret room left behind. 

 

The Blazing-Eyed God Demon didn’t expect that the Void God King should have left a weapon like the 

Void Blade that was more than a murderous weapon, which directly benefited Xia Yuwei. 

 

In the Demon Temple, Xia Yuwei had completely digested all the memories of the Flesh Mother Worm, 

and controlled the use of void spells. Although she was still the second-tier pinnacle, she was already 

able to use the weapon of void blade. 

 

Xia Yuwei said to Lu Yang in her consciousness: “Let me kill General Huo Ling.” 

 

Lu Yang was controlling Hongye to fly to Dan City at full speed, frowning and asked: “Don’t be 

aggressive, General Huo Ling is not that easy to kill.” 



 

Xia Yuwei smiled, her whole body flashed with void magic patterns, and said: “As long as you get close 

enough to him, I can kill him with one blow.” 

 

Lu Yang knew that Xia Yuwei was eager to take revenge, and said, “I’m here to find a chance, don’t be 

aggressive.” 

 

Xia Yuwei did not reply, but sat next to the Lingquan of the Demon God Temple to practice. Now she 

doesn’t want to waste any time. From now on, she will no longer have to love beauty. Half of her face is 

covered with void magic patterns, as if countless on her face. A blue scar is average. 

 

No one will care about her anymore. All the people who love her are dead, and she doesn’t need to 

worry about her appearance anymore, she can spend all her thoughts on her cultivation. 

 

The same is true for the other members of the sister group. Their faces are covered with magic lines at 

this moment. Those with more magic lines represent strong cultivation strength, and those with less 

magic lines represent weak strength. Everyone thinks about how to make the magic on their faces. More 

lines instead of letting the magic lines disappear. 

 

Thousands of girls were all sitting on the ground with Xia Yuwei and cultivating. Lu Yang could clearly see 

their actions through the Demon Temple. He did not persuade, but returned to his main body and his 

eyes firmly looked forward. 

 

No one can have time to pity or sympathize with others in this war. No one knows who will die in the 

next second. Now Lu Yang only wants to know the situation of Zhou Tianming and his men. 

 

Before Lu Yang went to Bandarsburg, he once ordered some of his hands to do something secretly. At 

that time, many people were curious about what this group of people did in the direction of Dan City, 

but Lu Yang did not tell anyone, because this group People went to build a dam. 

 

During the whole winter of last year, the weather in the East China Sea became extremely cold after the 

influx of energy from another world and the shutdown of a large number of heavy industrial equipment. 

There were more than 20 heavy snowfalls alone, with an average of one heavy snowfall every week. . 

 



This amount of snowfall will inevitably cause floods after the weather turns warmer, and all the dams 

around the East China Sea have been destroyed by Lu Yang before. The purpose is to implement the 

strategy of solid walls and clear fields, and no water supply for the enemy. 

 

When the Fire Demon Army retreated from the East China Sea to Dan City, there was no water source 

along the way. Therefore, when the Fire Demon Army attacked again, it would not think that there 

would be dams and floods around the East China Sea. 

 

From spring to autumn, for half a year, with the efforts of nearly 32,000 soldiers, the high mountain 

reservoir 100 kilometers northeast of Shekou was rebuilt. 

 

This reservoir has a height of more than 100 meters and an area of tens of square kilometers. It was 

originally used to supply water to the East China Sea and the four surrounding cities and counties. Once 

the dam breaks, it will instantly destroy the entire city of Dan. 

 

At the beginning, Lu Yang and Zhou Tianming agreed that if General Huo Ling was dispatched and he 

could not return, Zhou Tianming would be responsible for dealing with General Huo Ling. As long as they 

were led to the Gaoshan Reservoir, General Huo Ling would definitely not dare to fight. 

 

This time General Huo Ling was dispatched, Lu Yang believed that Zhou Tianming must have led General 

Huo Ling to the reservoir, but after so long, Zhou Tianming could not reply to a message. He was not 

sure of Zhou Tianming’s current state and his brothers. This is Lu Yang’s most anxious life and death. 

 

The other side. 

 

Under the dam of the Gaoshan Reservoir, General Fire Spirit was staring angrily at a gray demon with 

double horns standing only 10 meters in front of him. 

 

Both of them became a hundred-meter-high form, which was originally a combat form, but no matter 

how angry General Huo Ling was, he dared not touch the demon in front of him. 

 

Nearly ten thousand Fire Demon Legions also hid behind the Fire Spirit General and did not dare to 

make any movements. Behind the devil, there were thousands of Jagged Brothers fighters, each with an 

expression of death. 



 

The devil was Zhou Tianming, completely transformed into a demon form. The green energy emerging 

from his hands made General Fire Spirit extremely jealous. It was not the green energy that could kill 

him, but the green energy that could severely damage him. 

 

Especially the reservoir behind him, if Zhou Tianming desperately stops him, once the dam breaks, both 

of them will be washed away by the flood. Zhou Tianming will not be drowned, but General Huo Ling 

cannot withstand the impact of this degree of flood. 

 

It is like throwing General Fire Spirit into the depths of the sea. He cannot leave before the flame energy 

on his body is exhausted. He will definitely die. Besides, the General Necromancer doesn’t know where 

he is now. If he is hit hard, the Necromancer The general is very likely to attack him, which is why he 

dared not work hard. 

 

The two had been in a stalemate for several hours, and General Huo Ling could not bear it anymore. He 

stared at Zhou Tianming and said, “surrender, as long as you surrender, I am willing to accept you as a 

subordinate, and let you become a **** with me in the future. Servant.” 

 

“Haha.” Zhou Tianming looked at General Huo Ling sarcastically, and said: “You will always remember 

that I am a human being. Even if I can become a demon, I will still be a human being. This will never 

change. Just die. , Either I will die with you today, or you will step on my corpse and it will be impossible 

to move forward.” 

 

The most annoying thing about General Fire Spirit was Zhou Tianming’s thought of going to death at 

every turn, frowning and said: “Nemo, the necromancer, has attacked Shekou, and your people will 

soon be transformed into undead and attack the East China Sea, you know. If you die, the Necromancer 

will be able to transform a skeleton and a dead soul. Why stand in a stalemate with me? I can let you go 

back to fight.” 

 

Zhou Tianming was most worried about Shekou. He already knew the situation there from the intercom, 

but after that, the intercom was burned out by General Huo Ling and could not be used. No one knows 

the situation in the East China Sea. He is very He was anxious, but he couldn’t leave, gritted his teeth 

and said: “Shekou’s brothers will handle the matter of Shekou. My task is to block you. Either die or stay 

here and wait.” 

 



General Huo Ling still didn’t dare to act, gritted his teeth, and finally resisted it, but at this moment, a 

loud roar suddenly came from the horizon. 

 

“Zhou Tianming, I am here, Lu Yang.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2296: Total victory 

  

As soon as Zhou Tianming looked back, ten lava spears with blazing red flames in the sky passed through 

Zhou Tianming’s side at the same time, right in the center of the high mountain reservoir dam. 

 

“boom” 

 

… 

 

Thirty dazzling lights lit up, and a 50-meter-diameter gap was instantly blown out at the center and 

surrounding area of the 100-meter-wide reservoir dam. 

 

In the smoke and dust, the moment the flood rushed out, the dam made of big rocks and soil instantly 

bulged out a big bag, and then burst with a bang, and the 100-meter-long dam completely collapsed. 

 

A flood of a hundred meters high instantly rushed to Zhou Tianming and General Huo Ling. Before 

General Huo Ling could react, Zhou Tianming violently hugged General Huo Ling, regardless of the high 

temperature, wrapped in a layer of green energy. 

 

“Ah~!” Zhou Tianming’s whole body smelled of roasting, and the pain made him scream, but this 

completely ruined General Huo Ling’s chance to escape. 

 



The two were swept away by the flood at the same time, along with nearly 10,000 fire demons. On the 

other hand, the thousands of fighters on the Jagged Brothers League were not affected by the flood 

because of the distance they stood. They didn’t know what to do. At the time, Lu Yang controlled Hong 

Ye to fly closer. 

 

“Everyone retreat to a safe area, and I will take care of the rest.” Lu Yang roared and turned into a 

hundred-meter-high fire spirit and jumped into the flood, throwing Zhou Tianming outside. Instead of 

Zhou Tianming, he controlled General Huo Ling. 

 

General Huo Ling didn’t expect Lu Yang dared to fight him so hard, and suddenly punched Lu Yang’s 

head in rage, but neither of them was rushed by the flood, and General Huo Ling had no power at all. 

 

Lu Yang did not fight with General Huo Ling, but firmly grasped him and pressed him into the water. 

Both of them had a high temperature of over 4500 degrees. A small amount of water would instantly 

vaporize when they touched it, which can be dozens of square meters. The guild’s flood rushed down, 

completely submerging two-thirds of their bodies. 

 

The icy flood continued to turn into bubbles and gushing out of the water around the two, but more 

floods continued to wash the flames of the two. 

 

“Damn, you lunatic, do you want to die with me?” General Huo Ling roared frantically. He finally came to 

the earth, he hadn’t enjoyed the taste of power and strength, and didn’t want to die at all. 

 

Lu Yang stared at General Huo Ling with a sneer, and roared: “If you want us to die, I will let you die first. 

There is a kind of death with me. Anyway, you won’t let me live, let me die together.” 

 

General Huo Ling was terrified. He didn’t want to die, let alone fight Lu Yang. Now he just wanted to 

escape from here and continue to be the strongest in this world, but the less he dared to fight, the more 

disadvantaged he was. 

 

For ten minutes, General Huo Ling couldn’t break free of Lu Yang’s shackles and was still trapped in the 

flood. At this time, the flame temperature on his body had dropped a lot, but there was still a high 

temperature of two to three thousand degrees. 

 



The same is true for Lu Yang’s body. In this flood, both of them have become very weak. Moreover, Lu 

Yang’s strength is far inferior to that of the Tier 4 pinnacle General Huo Ling, and his power fades faster 

than Huo Ling. The general is faster. 

 

General Huo Ling felt this too. Just when he grabbed Lu Yang’s arm and tried his best to break Lu Yang’s 

hands on his waist, suddenly, a blue light appeared on Lu Yang’s chest. Light. 

 

General Huo Ling hadn’t reacted yet. In the next moment, General Huo Ling only felt a cold sensation in 

his neck. Then, General Huo Ling’s body and head were separated. At the same time, Xia Yuwei, whose 

whole body was covered with burnt scars. He emerged from the water and passed out. 

 

Lu Yang grabbed General Huo Ling’s head and threw it into the Demon Temple. Then he changed back to 

his body and jumped out of the flood, grabbing Xia Yuwei and returning to the shore. 

 

Zhou Tianming quickly recovered his body and ran over. He was about to ask how Lu Yang was. When he 

saw Xia Yuwei’s appearance, his eyes widened in horror and asked, “Boss, what’s wrong with Yuwei, 

Yuwei?” 

 

Lu Yang sighed, betrayed the old man, Xia Yuwei was captured by the necromantic general, and talked 

about the story of the flesh and blood mother. 

 

“Zheng Yuan and Zhang Zibo are dead, and Leiyun Storm, none of them survived,” Lu Yang said. 

 

“This bastard.” Zhou Tianming smashed the stone next to him, looking at Lu Yang regretfully and said: 

“Boss, I had a problem with twilight before, but I couldn’t tell. I thought he was angry when another 

world arrived and he had no rights. , I didn’t expect him to be a traitor. Where is he, I’m going to kill him 

myself.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “I ran. Although I was able to locate him at the time, I couldn’t worry 

about Zhuojiu and you. I had to let him run away first, and we’ll find him to settle the accounts in the 

future.” 

 

Zhou Tianming nodded and said, “I will never let him go from now on.” 

 



Lu Yang patted him on the shoulder and said, “I can’t take care of him for the time being. You are now 

quickly taking your brothers back to the East China Sea Dungeon. A mutiny occurred there. Although the 

Necromancer died, he recruited a group of human traitors. , Now this group of people are attacking the 

teleporter of the mechanical plane merchant on the third floor. The news I got is that the corpse is not 

tasting and the upset is waiting for people to eat the seed of nature and forcibly transform into a tree 

man to resist the opponent. Attack, but they can only temporarily trap the enemy and can’t kill him. Go 

and kill them. I’ll save the white lion. They won’t be able to hold it anymore.” 

 

The news that came back from the bitter love half a lifetime, they barely resisted the son of the beast 

god, but Lu Yang knew that it was a lie told by the bitter love half a lifetime, and they were no better 

than the son of the beast **** in terms of reaction speed. The son is still the third-tier pinnacle, and the 

other few are ordinary people who have gone up after cultivation. Their strength is only a third-tier 

elementary level. They can only rely on a large number of people to protect themselves, and they have 

no ability to kill or even trap each other. 

 

Zhou Tianming said: “We will go back now.” 

 

Lu Yang summoned Hong Ye to fly over. He jumped onto Hong Ye’s head and flew towards Xishi. 

 

Fortunately, the distance between Xi City and Dan City was not far. Two hours later, when the sky was 

shining brightly, Lu Yang arrived at the cave area in Xi City. As soon as he fell down, he heard the sound 

inside the cave. 

 

“Damn reptiles, how long can you support?” 

 

“I will kill you all one by one and swallow them all.” 

 

… 

 

The sharp orc voice kept uttering all kinds of sarcasm, and Lu Yang smiled at the corner of his mouth. 

Although he was very weak after the battle with General Huo Ling, six lava spears had gathered on his 

way. He summoned at the same time. 

 

Inside the cave. 



 

A jackal-headed orc man who was exactly the same as the son of the beast **** who was killed before 

stared at the four people, the white lion, the white tiger, the white wolf, and the bitter half-life. 

 

Haoqing Wanzong waited for more than 200 people to stand behind the white lion and form a circle, 30 

meters away from the white lion. The reason for this is that the white lion can’t beat the son of the 

beast **** and don’t want to be found by him. The loopholes were killed one by one, and this formation 

was used. 

 

The advantage of this is that the son of the beast **** does not have any chance to attack the more 

than 200 people. The disadvantage is that the four white lions are exposed and must withstand the 

attack of the son of the beast god. 

 

There are at least twelve blood holes in each of the White Lion, White Tiger and White Wolf, all caused 

by the claws of the Son of the Beast God. Fortunately, their bloodlines are strong now, and they will not 

die easily, but are seriously injured. 

 

Now fighting with the Son of the Beast God is bitter love for half a lifetime, relying on the help of the 

sword spirit, half a life of bitter love can barely determine the direction of the Beast God’s attack, but his 

right wrist has been fractured, and only one left hand is holding the sword and The son of the beast 

**** confronted each other. 

 

The son of the beast **** was also severely injured. There were six blood holes on his body, but this did 

not affect his actions. It stands to reason that the son of the beast **** could not kill this group of 

people now, and he was still injured. He should flee here and find a chance to kill again. They, but the 

son of the beast **** would rather waste time like this than leave. 

 

The reason for this is that the more than 200 people of the White Lions have the blood of the twin 

brothers of the son of the beast god. If the son of the beast **** in front of them wants to be promoted 

to the fourth rank, he must regain the blood of the **** son, otherwise he wants to be promoted to the 

fourth rank. It takes a lot of time to practice, he doesn’t want to do that. 

 

For half a lifetime of bitter love, seeing the predicament of the son of the beast god, he said with a 

smile: “Did you use our words to stimulate us? It’s really useless. How can we be afraid of this? If we are 

afraid, we won’t come to you. Desperately, don’t waste time with this trick, just rush over if you have 

the courage to see if I will kill you.” 



 

“It’s up to you?” The son of the beast **** was furious, and he stretched out his claws and rushed 

towards the half-life of bitter love. Just as the half-life of bitter love was about to fight for himself to be 

severely injured, he wanted to poke the son of the beast **** into a blood hole. Suddenly he felt a 

familiar breath, and a smile appeared at the corner of his mouth. His short body was sharp, and a light of 

fire passed over his half-life beloved head, accurately piercing the heart of the son of the beast god. 

 

“Wow~!” 

 

The son of the beast **** screamed, and was taken by the violent impact force and flew out five or six 

meters. When he landed, he could see clearly that there was a lava spear stuck in his body. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

The power of the lava spear exploded in the body of the son of the beast god, and the son of the painful 

beast **** screamed desperately. When the son of the beast **** wanted to resist, a black shadow 

appeared in front of him. 

 

“Sun Fist!” 

 

Lu Yang opened the space in Bandarsburg and summoned the sun inside. A huge fireball appeared in 

front of the son of the beast god. The terrifying fifth-order flame, the temperature reached more than 

6000 degrees, and the arms of the son of the beast **** were instantly cooked. . 

 

A broken star blade appeared in Lu Yang’s hand, cut off the head of the son of the beast god, threw his 

body to the white lion, and said, “It’s okay.” 

 

The white lion grabbed the corpse of the son of the beast **** with one hand and said excitedly: 

“Report the boss, brothers are not dead, I will keep them alive for you.” 

 

“Boss, I didn’t shame you.” Baihu and Bailang said in unison. 

 

As soon as the voice fell, the three brothers fell down holding the corpse of the son of the beast god. 



 

Lu Yang could sense that there was still life in the three of them, and he said with a sigh of relief: “Pick 

them up in the car and we will return to Shekou.” 

 

Lofty Wanzong nodded, and led the brothers with the white lions on their backs and walked out of the 

cave. There were vehicles outside, and a group of more than 200 people drove to the railway station, 

transferred to the train and returned to Shekou. 

 

Lu Yang sat on Hongye first and arrived at Shekou. Not long after landing, Zhou Tianming and Zhou 

Tianyan, two brothers, each carried a big tree and walked towards Shekou. 

 

“Hey hey, you stepped on the roots of my tree.” De Buweishi was very dissatisfied with Zhou Tianming’s 

indifferent behavior at his feet. 

 

“Don’t shake, say it again, those leaves are my weapon, and if you shake them again, they will all fall 

off.” Becoming upset and unhappy with Zhou Tianyan’s behavior. 

 

Zhou Tianming said silently: “Don’t be poor, the boss is right in front.” 

 

The two people looked up and found that Lu Yang was already waiting for them at the door. The two 

hurriedly greeted Lu Yang with branches-like arms: “Boss, we are not handsome.” 

 

Zhou Tianming and Zhou Tianyan rolled their eyes, took them to Lu Yang, thrust them into the ground, 

and said, “Boss, when I arrive, they will have this virtue and they can’t change back.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the two with a smile, and asked, “Can’t it come back?” 

 

Debuchangshi smiled and said, “It’s okay. It’s good to be a big tree like this. Don’t worry about the boss, 

we are fine.” 

 

He became upset and said, “It’s so good. You don’t have to think about what you become in the future. 

It’s not bad to be a treeman. Boss, you will plant us at the gate of Shekou, and we will take care of the 

door later.” 



 

Lu Yang sighed and shook his head, and said with a smile: “I’m still poor now, don’t worry, I have a way 

to make you two change back. You two will be a big tree at the door for a few days with peace of mind. I 

will first study and study how to make it. .” 

 

The two of them don’t really want to be tree people. Who wants to change from a person to a tree and 

stand still and can’t move. It’s just that the two of them saw that the losses in this war were too heavy. I 

don’t want to add chaos to Lu Yang. 

 

De Bu Gu Zu curiously asked: “Boss, you really have a way? You don’t have to worry about us, , we’re all 

right.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “There is a way, I will tell you later.” 

 

Becoming upset and relieved, he smiled and said, “That’s good, I thought it would be a tree in the 

future, the boss, there are more than 20 brothers behind, they are the same as us, you will change 

together. come back.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and looked at Zhou Tianming and said, “Since there are a lot of them, we will arrange 

them to be potted plants in each meeting room in Shekou, and also give Shekou a change of air.” 

 

Zhou Tianming said with a smile: “Okay, I will plant the corpse of Debumei into the conference room 

first.” 

 

Zhou Tianyan raised his eyebrows and said, “I planted my upset at the gate as a welcoming pine.” 

 

Do not taste the corpse: “…” 

 

Becoming upset: “…” 

 

“Boss, I was wrong. I’m never poor anymore.” The two people struggled frantically, but it was useless. 

They were picked up by the brothers Zhou Tianming and Zhou Tianyan and ran. One fell to the door and 

the other fell. In the meeting room. 



 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2297: cost 

  

When the train returned to the gate of Shekou, the white lion, white tiger, and white wolf had already 

woken up. The three of them had just got out of the train with the help of a half-life of bitter love and 

passion, and they saw the big tree at the door. 

 

“When did a tree grow here?” White Wolf asked curiously. 

 

Becoming upset, suddenly turned the tree body and made a grimace. He laughed and said, 

“Unexpectedly, it’s me.” 

 

White Lion: “…” 

 

White Tiger: “…” 

 

White Wolf: “…” 

 

Kuai half-life anxiously said: “You are still like this and still thinking about joking.” 

 

Before De Buweishi turned into a half-tree man, he didn’t find a solution, and became annoyed and 

became a real tree man. The mentality of several people was uncomfortable. 

 

Becoming upset and sighed, and said, “It’s okay, the boss said, can change us back.” 

 



Kuai half-life rolled his eyes, angrily, he walked to the side that became upset and grabbed a leaf and 

said, “This is because your legs have changed.” 

 

“I…get off.” It became upset and sad. This is really the hair on his body. The key point is that he has to 

use this as a weapon to fight. When he thinks of hitting the leaves all over, he feels that he is hairless. 

 

Amidst a burst of laughter, everyone who was alive felt fortunate for themselves, and the White Lion 

said: “Good brother, it’s good to be alive. Let’s go in.” 

 

I became upset and nodded and said, “Go, the boss is waiting for you in the conference room. We won 

this war miserably. You have to be a little psychologically prepared.” 

 

The White Lion was a little surprised. He still didn’t know what happened to the other legions. During 

the decisive battle with the Son of the Beast God, the communicators in their hands were broken during 

the battle. On the way back, the White Lion and the bitter love Half a lifetime and the others came back 

in a semi-fainted state. It was not easy to stand and walk after getting off the train. 

 

Several people helped to enter the gate, and when they looked up, they were shocked by the scene in 

front of them. The entire square of the fortress was full of wounded. 

 

Some were injured by demon spells. The Holy Light Mage tried his best to release the Holy Light, but it 

was difficult to heal them. The mildly injured were bandaged by the doctor, but the whole body was 

injured and it was difficult to walk. 

 

Thousands of brothers who died in battle were placed side by side on the ground in this way. All the 

brothers looked at these people who died in battle, and none of them cried out in pain, they just cried 

silently. 

 

“Why, how could it be like this?” The white lion’s eyes were red. 

 

A half-life of bitter love was also stunned, and said, “Go to the meeting room. The battle on our side 

may be the lightest, let’s go…” 

 



I didn’t say the words of bitter love for half a lifetime, but the white lion, white wolf and others could 

understand that they were telling them that it is possible that Zhuojiu and Zhou Tianming were also 

dead. 

 

A few people crawled to the third floor in fright. They just pushed the door of the meeting room. White 

Lion looked inside with red eyes and found Lu Yang, Zhuojiu, and Zhou Tianming standing by the table. 

They were just relaxing. After taking a sigh of relief, they couldn’t help it the next second when they saw 

Xia Yuwei sitting on the chair covered with blue magic patterns and her whole body wrapped in 

bandages. 

 

The eyes of a man like Bai Shi were moist. He came to Xia Yuwei and asked softly, “What’s wrong with 

you?” 

 

Xia Yuwei didn’t care about her appearance anymore, she smiled indifferently, and said, “I’m fine, I just 

got hurt a little bit, and I’ll get better soon.” 

 

Lu Yang could clearly feel that Xia Yuwei was hiding her pain and holding on to prevent others from 

seeing it. He did not persuade Xia Yuwei not to take this matter to heart because he knew it was all 

nonsense, and now Xia Yuwei needed revenge. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Let me tell you about my situation first. This time it is my problem and I didn’t rush back 

in time.” 

 

Having been in love for half a lifetime and wondering where Lu Yang went, he asked, “Boss, what 

happened to you?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I had an accident. I was going to a different space to kill the next group of creatures from 

another world who attacked us during the Red Moon Night. Although I killed them all, I was caught by 

an ancient demon god. With the help of the ancient creature Malthus, I was lucky enough to survive, 

and I swallowed the ancient demon **** and raised it to Tier 4.” 

 

Xia Yuwei, Zhou Tianming and others couldn’t care about grief anymore. They all looked at Lu Yang in 

surprise. Just from what Lu Yang said, they could know how dangerous Lu Yang was and how much Lu 

Yang was going to kill alone. The creatures from another world who will come to the next red moon 

night. 



 

Zhou Tianming asked worriedly: “Boss, you haven’t been seriously hurt, right.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “There is a bit, but I am fortune-telling. The ancient devil is fighting in 

my soul. I want to live more than him, so he died. As long as I rest for a while, my soul can be repaired. 

come over.” 

 

Everyone breathed a sigh of relief. If Lu Yang had a problem, the confidence of the entire Donghai would 

be lost. 

 

Lu Yang continued: “The next time the Red Moon Night is not far away, no matter whether the gods in 

the different world will send monsters over, we all have to make some preparations. Let me talk about 

what happened to you after I left. The situation at hand.” 

 

Speaking of battle damage, Zhuo Jiu, Zhou Tianming and Xia Yuwei could not help clenching their fists. 

The scene became silent. In the end, Zhuo Jiu gritted his teeth and said: “The mage I brought out killed 

212 people in a group battle, soldiers. The regiment and the archer regiment killed 1702 and 816 people 

respectively, and all the others were wounded.” 

 

Zhou Tianming followed up and said: “My mage killed 77 people in battle, 200 people were injured 

slightly and seriously, 500 people were killed in the battle of the Warrior Legion, and 200 people were 

killed in the battle of the Archer Legion.” 

 

The white lion said, “No one died on my side, because we are the son of the besieging beast god, but I 

can’t participate in the battle with the white tiger, the white wolf, and the bitter love for half a lifetime.” 

 

In the end, only Xia Yuwei was left. She lowered her head and thought about it. She still endured the 

pain and told them what had happened to her. From the twilight rebellion to lead them to the top of the 

mountain, to Zhang Zibo and Zheng Yuan being swallowed by the flesh-and-blood mother in front of her. 

After being rescued by Lu Yang and gaining void energy, Xia Yuwei gritted her teeth and said: “I followed 

my more than 4,000 brothers and died more than 3,000 in battle, leaving me and 1121 members of the 

sister group, all cultivating void energy. Twenty sisters become Tier 2 Void Warriors, and the remaining 

Tier 1 peaks.” 

 



The White Lion, the bitter love for half a lifetime, and Zhou Tianming were all dumbfounded when they 

heard Xia Yuwei’s words. After a war, they knew that the battle on their side was the easiest. Zhuojiu, 

Zhou Tianming and Xia Yuwei had all experienced such a big deal. misfortune. 

 

Nearly one-third of the 30,000 members of the entire Jagged Brotherhood were killed in the battle, and 

everyone else was wounded, which caused everyone to fall into silence. 

 

Xia Yuwei pulled herself a mouth and said, “It’s all my fault. If I don’t have to be late, there won’t be 

such a thing.” 

 

Lu Yang stopped Xia Yuwei’s behavior, and said solemnly: “Yuwei, tell you again, this matter has nothing 

to do with you. Fortunately, the old man twilight betrayed early. If he continues to hide, he will wait 

until later when there is a greater war. If he rebelled, the consequence may be the destruction of the 

entire East China Sea. 

 

This time, the late old man rebelled in advance. It was not his character. It could be said that he was 

worried that he would live soon, and that the gods in another world would not fulfill his promises. In 

fact, we were lucky. ” 

 

With the forbearing character of the old fox like the late old man, if he really resists not defecting, gains 

the trust of everyone in the later stage, and rebels in a key battle, it is really possible that the entire East 

China Sea and the Jagged Brotherhood will be killed by him. died. 

 

Zhuojiu said: “Maybe it is the old man who has a trace of conscience and can’t kill more of us.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “It’s possible, but he will definitely regret doing this. Everyone is ready. We 

are going to expand our army.” 

 

“Expansion?” Everyone was a little surprised. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The new group of soldiers and wizards at the academy have grown up, with a total of 

20,000 people. Everyone will expand all the new troops into the team.” 

 



This group of newcomers is a group of newly grown children in the East China Sea during the three years 

that Lu Yang protected the East China Sea. Their oldest is 17 years old and the youngest is only 15 years 

old. 

 

Zhou Tianming frowned and asked, “Will their strength be too low.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Grow up in battle, kill Tier 1 and Tier 2 monsters around with low strength, take them to 

Riyue Mountain with high strength, and take them to Xishi Cave with stronger strength.” 

 

According to the confession of the three demon patriarchs Bicas, Mons and Zarha, the next batch of 

demons will arrive at Riyue Mountain in half a month, and after a month, the next batch of orcs will 

appear in Xishi Cave Inside, and a system will be formed. Every half a month and a month, these two 

places will send demons and orcs within Tier 3, which is definitely the best place for newcomers to 

practice their hands. 

 

“Yes.” Everyone nodded in response.  

 

Lu Yang stood up and looked at them and said solemnly: “It is not pain that died, but relief. We will give 

them a great burial and wish them a better reincarnation in the next life. Don’t experience so much pain 

again. As for us. Those who are alive, we must cheer up. The more than 10 million people in the East 

China Sea still need our protection. Our families and the families of our companions who died in the war 

need our protection. We cannot afford to die~!” 

 

Zhou Tianming clenched his fists with tears in his eyes, and said, “My brothers died only to cover our 

retreat. They only hated my lack of strength. If I had the ability to kill General Huo Ling, they too Don’t 

die.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “This time I have a way to increase your strength. Be prepared. Your strength, your 

strength will usher in an explosive period.” 

 

The treasures left by the various **** kings and beast kings in Bandarsburg are enough for Zhuojiu, 

White Lion, Zhou Tianming, Xia Yuwei and Kuai Bansheng to rise to the top of Tier 3 in a short period of 

time, and it is even possible to rush to Tier 4 . 

 



In addition, with the help of the ancient holy spirit of Malthus, the number of holy light mages of the 

Iron-Blood Brotherhood has greatly increased. Moreover, Malthus also knows the ancient spells of other 

elements. As long as there is enough time, the strength of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood is very high. Will 

recover soon. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2298: New enemy 

  

That night. 

 

Lu Yang went out together with Zhuojiu, Xia Yuwei and others, and transported the bodies of all the 

brothers of the Jagged Brotherhood to the East China Sea. After the next morning, Lu Yang held a grand 

funeral, and several of them personally carved the hero stele. The names of all the brothers who died in 

battle. 

 

More than 10 million people in the East China Sea spontaneously came to the funeral to pay homage to 

the heroes who died for them. Countless people shed tears, but not one of Lu Yang, Zhuojiu, White Lion, 

Zhou Tianming and Xia Yuwei shed tears. Yes, they just looked at the tombs of these brothers and said 

nothing. 

 

Everyone could feel the anger of the five of them. For a whole day, Lu Yang and Zhuojiu stood in front of 

the tombstone like this. Originally, Lu Yang and the others planned to watch the night, but just in the 

evening, his cell phone rang. NS. 

 

“Ding Ding Ding” 

 

Lu Yang picked it up and saw that Fu Yun was calling. He pressed the call button and asked, “What 

happened?” 

 



Fu Yun sighed. He already knew what happened to Lu Yang. Although he defeated the enemy, it was 

only a terrible victory. He said, “I shouldn’t have called you at this time, but something went wrong on 

your side. , I feel I should remind you.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and asked, “What’s the problem? What did you find?” 

 

Fu Yun thought for a while, and said: “Satellite photographs showed a large amount of strange fog in the 

air bordering northern Liao Province and southern Ji Province, covering dozens of square kilometers of 

surrounding land. This fog is not right. I suspect there is The race from another world has appeared over 

there, you have to be careful.” 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said with a smile: “These **** really don’t let people stop. I just wanted to take a 

good rest for a while, but there are still enemies. Thank you for the news. I will take the main force to 

see the situation there.” 

 

Fu Yun could feel Lu Yang’s pain, and he also killed a large number of brothers over there. At this time, 

no one could help them alleviate. He could only find a way to suppress his sadness and hide it to the 

bottom of his heart. He said, “Take care. Looking forward to our next meeting alive.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Definitely.” 

 

After hanging up the phone, Lu Yang looked at the heroic Wanzong beside him, and said in a solemn 

voice: “With some brothers and recruits, I quickly rushed to Siping and Liaoyuan City at the junction of 

Liao Province and Ji Province to investigate the situation. Be careful, the satellite photographed it. The 

area over there tens of kilometers is covered by fog.” 

 

“Yes.” Wanzong nodded, turned and left. When he was still in the game, his mission was to detect. Now 

he is just regaining his old business. He is very proficient. Moreover, after three years of war, he has 

been able to Take it alone. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the people around Zhuojiu, White Lion and others, and said, “We are running out of 

time. One is that after two or three months the red moon night, the gods of different worlds will still 

send races to the East China Sea. The other is the two areas of Siping and Baishan. There must be 

enemies, but I don’t know how many or how long they have been here. I’m afraid this will be another 

big battle.” 



 

Malthus flew out of the muddy wine and watched Lu Yang sighed and said, “It’s really difficult on your 

side. There is not much time. Give me the materials quickly.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled. From Bandarsburg, he took out the treasures of the Holy Light System God King in the 

secret room. There were 5,000 fourth-order holy light crystals and 1,200 fifth-order holy light crystals. 

 

The muddy wine was stunned, looking at a room of crystals and said: “Why are there so many?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “More than that, I still have it.” 

 

He took out twelve storage rings and handed them to the turbid wine and said: “Each ring has 5000 

storage spaces, which are filled with Tier 3 holy light iron and Tier 3 beast tendons. Use these things , 

Enough to create a Tier 3 Holy Light Warrior Legion of 1,000 people.” 

 

Malthus looked at the turbid wine and said, “I teach you forging techniques.” 

 

Zhuojiu nodded sharply, clenched his fists desperately, and said, “I will try my best to study.” 

 

If there were such things long ago, why would the subordinates of the dirty wine have so many deaths in 

battle, and why would it be necessary to subdue the three demons of Bicas, Mons, and Zarha? He is 

really sad for those brothers who died! 

 

Lu Yang said to the turbid wine: “Let your subordinates come over and remove the spar. You save the 

ring. When you need to forge it, enter Bandarsburg. The sun there can easily change the holy light iron. 

Into molten iron.” 

 

Tier 5 spells, dealing with Tier 3 ores, can almost instantly turn these ores into a liquid form, which is 

much easier than normal forging holy light iron with flames. 

 

“Yeah.” Zhuojiu went out to find someone. 

 



The white lion looked at Lu Yang eagerly and asked, “Boss, do we have beast blood warriors?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and nodded, took out more than 10,000 white crystals containing red blood and 12 

storage rings from the secret room of the Beast God of War in Bandarsburg, and said, “Find the Beast 

Blood Shaman for help. It is up to him to teach you the follow-up training for promotion.” 

 

The beast blood shaman has become Lu Yang’s slave. There is no second way apart from his allegiance 

to Lu Yang. Although the beast blood shaman did not help in this war, he did not dare to destroy it. Now 

Lu Yang has won. The beast blood Shaman should be quite scared. 

 

The white lion said angrily, “I’ll catch him.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “Please, who asked us to beg him now? He can give you a lot of help. 

Tell him that if he can’t help you use these crystals to advance, he doesn’t have to live. I just look at the 

result, he can’t do it, I want to kill him.” 

 

“Yes.” said the white lion. 

 

Zhou Tianming watched the white lion finish talking, and asked quickly: “Boss, what about me, do you 

have mine?” 

 

“Yes, I have given it to Yuwei. This is for both of you.” Lu Yang smiled and watched Zhou Tianming and 

his eager love for half a lifetime. He put the spar that the two needed and the mage groups of each 

department needed. All the spars were taken out and said, “I will start practicing seriously today. I look 

forward to your reaching Tier 4 and then bring me a group of Tier 3 teams.” 

 

“Yes. several people said together. 

 

Lu Yang sent them out, then he came outside the gate of the dungeon, summoned Hong Ye to fly into 

the air, and flew towards the nearest Baishan. 

 



The first time they acted with pride, Lu Yang was still not at ease. He just killed a group of brothers, he 

didn’t want to send another group away immediately, and for another, he also needed to personally see 

what was wrong with Baishan. 

 

Two hours later. 

 

Lu Yang flew to within a radius of Baishan City through the map in the phone. He looked at Baishan City 

from the air, and he frowned because the 500 meters above Baishan City was covered by a thick fog. , Is 

exactly at the same height as the Baishan Mountain, completely covering the city and the surrounding 

mountain area. 

 

Below the clouds, Baishan City was supposed to be abandoned, where creatures can be vaguely seen, 

and it has also formed the scale of a city. 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes sharpened sharply, he controlled Hong Ye to fall on the nearby ground, and using the 

invisibility scepter, he walked towards Baishan City. He wanted to know what was going on inside. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2299: cooperate? 

  

“Om” 

 

Just as Lu Yang was about to walk into the thick fog, a vine suddenly sprang out under his feet, and a 

sharp thorn plunged into Lu Yang’s throat. 

 

If Lu Yang was only a second-tier strength, he would undoubtedly die in the face of such a vine thorn, 

but he was now a fourth-tier, this kind of attack speed and sharpness would not cause any harm to his 

body. 

 



Lu Yang grabbed the vine with one hand, and a flame burst out from his hand, burning the entire vine 

into ashes. He looked around and found that there was no problem on the ground, but he took a step 

forward and another vine drilled. come out. 

 

After Lu Yang burned the vines again, he said to the Blazing Demon God: “It’s strange, why can’t I 

perceive their existence?” 

 

The blazing demon said: “The fog pressure here controls our perception ability. Dig the soil to find the 

roots of the tree. Look for the roots along the tree. You will see a very large tree. The fog and vines 

attack. Made by a big tree.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and punched the ground. The detonation force of the flame punched the ground in 

front of him into a 30-meter-diameter crater with a depth of more than 10 meters. 

 

At the bottom of the pothole, Lu Yang saw dense tree roots, and there were a lot of vines on the roots. If 

you look closely, you can see that the roots of these tree roots point directly in front of him. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the road ahead. He felt that it was too hard to walk over, and said to the Blazing 

Demon God: “I want to try my new skills.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God rolled his eyes and said: “Let’s do it with you, anyway, your body is a phoenix.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, he could feel the envy, jealousy and hatred of the Blazing Demon God. When he was 

promoted to Tier 4, every fire creature could find a fire spirit and store it in his soul. The fire spirit Lu 

Yang found was Badar. The fire spirit of the ancient demon **** of Fort-the phoenix. 

 

In other words, as long as Lu Yang becomes a fire demon, he can rely on the fire spirit’s ability to change 

his appearance and become a phoenix. 

 

“boom” 

 

Lu Yang’s body suddenly ignited a big fire. Then, he turned into a fire demon, then a fire spirit, and then 

jumped into the air, turning into a phoenix more than one meter long. 



 

The phoenix turned into pure flame energy made Lu Yang almost unable to feel the weight of his body. 

He flapped his wings and flew out more than 500 meters at once. 

 

“The speed is so fast, I can’t get used to it anymore.” Lu Yang exclaimed. 

 

The blazing demon cursed jealously: “The phoenix was originally the top fire spirit, a product of the 

same time as the ancient demon god. Your life is too good, but you can’t use it indiscriminately. Your 

reaction speed is less than one second three. At a speed of 100 meters, try not to transform and fly, 

otherwise you will easily crash into the enemy’s trap.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded. He stopped flapping his wings, and flew slowly forward relying on inertia. The mist in 

front of him should have grown thicker, but because the temperature of the flames from Lu Yang’s body 

reached more than 4,000 degrees. , Under high temperature radiation, the mist within 100 meters 

around is dissipated, which can be seen clearly. 

 

Not far in front, a towering tree with a height of 100 meters appeared faintly in the fog. The diameter of 

the tree trunk was more than 20 meters thick. Around the tree, the ground had become dry and 

cracked, as if all the nutrients were covered by the tree. It sucked dry. 

 

Lu Yang frowned and asked, “What kind of tree is this?” 

 

The blazing demon said: “The root system of the magic mist tree can reach more than one thousand 

meters. It absorbs a lot of water in the soil and sprays mist on the top of the tree. Their attack method is 

to rely on the vines on the trunk and spray spores to attack, which is ineffective to you. .” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How long does it take to grow so tall?” 

 

Blazing Demon said: “Two years.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “In other words, they are likely to be stationed here in the spring of the 

second year after the invasion of another world.” 

 



There were only two different world creatures that could come here at that time. One was on the day 

when the twisted time and space appeared, they followed the first-order demons like Sigmo, and the 

second was later. 

 

Lu Yang felt that the second possibility was unlikely. He looked at the big tree, spreading his wings to 

condense the flames, and in an instant, Lu Yang’s entire body turned fiery red. 

 

“Lava Spear” 

 

Three flame spears appeared above Lu Yang, and they flew towards the roots of the Demon Mist Tree at 

the same time. But before they got closer to within 50 meters, a huge shield appeared, blocking the first 

lava spear, and immediately after the first lava spear. Teng Dun on the second side and Teng Dun on the 

third side blocked the remaining two. 

 

The violent heat wave instantly dissipated the surrounding mist. Lu Yang looked forward in surprise. A 

green-haired humanoid woman was standing on the trunk of the magic mist tree with green magic in 

her hands. 

 

Blazing Demon said: “Wood Elf race, be careful, women of this race are all beautiful women.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and stared at the woman on the tree, and said, “How come it looks like a creature in 

human myths and legends.” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “It is estimated that the situation is similar to Zhou Tianming. In the ancient 

times, your world should have been invaded by us.” 

 

Seeing Lu Yang’s fire spirit body state, the woman on the tree frowned and said, “You are a Tier 4 fire 

spirit body, from the Fire Demon clan? How did you find it here.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, changed back into a human form and fell on the ground, and at the same time flames 

burst out of his body, burning the roots and vines of the underground 30 meters around him. He looked 

at the woman and said, “Human, Lu Yang, who are you.” ” 

 



The woman was even more surprised. She jumped to the ground, frowned and looked at Lu Yang and 

said, “Humans? Why are you here? What about the Fire Demon? What about General Fire Spirit?” 

 

“You can see me, naturally I was killed.” A flame burst out of Lu Yang’s hand, staring at the woman and 

said, “Tell me about you.” 

 

The woman said calmly: “Wood Elf Queen Sara Beth, you can call me Sara, what is your purpose here 

and what do you want to do?” 

 

Lu Yang was exasperated and said, “I should ask you this. It was you who invaded our world. What do 

you want to do.” 

 

Sara sighed and said, “Since you can kill General Fire Spirit, it proves that you and your people are very 

powerful, and you are qualified to negotiate with me.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Please speak.” 

 

Sarah sighed again, and took the initiative to release the magic, walked to a position one meter in front 

of Lu Yang, and said, “You can feel that my power is the fourth-order just like you. I was when the 

twisted space-time opened. Just came to this world, there are six other races with me, they are all 

around here, I want to cooperate with you, are you interested?” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and asked, “Cooperate? How to cooperate?” 

 

Sara said: “You help me kill them. I promise I will never invade the human world and live in peace with 

all human beings.” 

 

Lu Yang was even more surprised, and asked, “Why?” 

 

  

  

  



 

Chapter 2300: Sacred dragon 

  

One of the purposes of another world’s invasion of the earth is to **** the living space. Who can believe 

that the races of the other world will cooperate with human beings to kill other races of the gods? 

 

Sarah was not surprised to see Lu Yang’s expression, and said with a smile: “Because you are too 

powerful, we have to cooperate with you. As long as you allow our wood elves to live on this planet 

forever, we will always follow you. Alliance.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Sara’s expression carefully, Sara’s eyes were full of sincerity, but Lu Yang didn’t 

believe it at all. He said, “If you want to form an alliance with me, take me to your city first. I want to 

know how strong you are, and whether you are qualified to form an alliance.” 

 

“Naturally, I am extremely welcome.” Sara said in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Early tomorrow morning, I hope to see your sense of welcome, and we will 

meet under this big tree.” 

 

Lu Yang is not stupid. If he goes in and is detained, the entire Jagged Brotherhood will be ruined. He 

explained that he came in the morning with the purpose of deceiving Sara. Tomorrow morning, he will 

use the flame seed in his soul core to make a clone and enter Baishan. Inside the city. 

 

Sarah didn’t know Lu Yang’s strength at all. She thought that Lu Yang really wanted to come in, and said, 

“Okay, we are determined.” 

 

Lu Yang changed into the form of an undead bird again, flew out of the misty area, and in mid-air he 

summoned the red night, transformed into a human appearance, and controlled the red night to fly to 

the Siping area. 

 

Siping and Baishan are only more than 300 kilometers apart, and it only took more than half an hour for 

the Red Night to fly at full speed. Looking down from the sky, there is also a new city built by a different 

world. 



 

Although there is no smoke in the sky above the city, there are many stone towers erected in the city, 

and the top of each stone tower is radiating colorful light towards the sky. 

 

This kind of light rises to a height of one kilometer in the sky to form a mask. Obviously, it is this mask 

that prevents the satellite from seeing the situation here. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Suddenly a dragon chant came from the sky, and a red dragon flew towards them in the city built by the 

races in the different world. 

 

Lu Yang looked down in surprise. At that time, he knew that there must be other dragons in this world 

when he captured Hongye, but he hadn’t found out in the past three years, and he didn’t expect to 

encounter the second one here. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Hong Ye was very upset when he heard the roar of the flying dragon, and roared at the other party, the 

flames in his mouth continued to condense. 

 

“The coward of the dragon clan, the inferior dragon spurned by the dragon god, you have surrendered 

to the reptiles of this world, and you have defiled the glory of the entire dragon clan.” The flying dragon 

kept roaring before it was near. 

 

Lu Yang stared at him and found that there was a person standing on the head of the flying dragon. He 

said to Hong Ye, “Do you know this dragon and the person on the dragon?” 

 

Hong Ye replied through consciousness: “No, when we were thrown into the twisted time and space, we 

were all dragon eggs, and it was not the same dragon who threw us in. I don’t know him.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “Follow me, do you feel ashamed?” 



 

Hong Ye said excitedly: “Of course not, although I was very upset when I was caught by you, but you 

helped me upgrade to Tier 3, and you fed me delicious food every day and let me watch TV series, which 

is better than my relatives. Ten thousand times, how could I feel ashamed, I even felt lucky, the idiot 

who flew over didn’t understand my happiness at all, and I didn’t bother to care about him.” 

 

Hong Ye was chasing drama recently. Watching “Game of Thrones” made him fascinated by the queen 

inside. He was very disdainful of the Night King. Fortunately, Lu Yang secretly said that he had no 

spoilers, otherwise Hong Ye would have to be “rebellious” today. 

 

Lu Yang smiled at the enemy dragon that was getting closer and closer. He raised his hands, and six lava 

spears appeared at the same time and aimed at the opponent, and said loudly, “One step forward, kill 

without mercy!” 

 

“Tier 4?” The dragon and the human creatures who came here showed surprised expressions at the 

same time. They stopped 60 meters in front of Lu Yang. The cursing dragon hurriedly shut up, while the 

people on the dragon stared at Lu Yang for a long time. language. 

 

Lu Yang was also staring at the opponent, he could feel that the cursing fire dragon was also a Tier 3, but 

the aura on the opponent’s body was very similar to that of the sacred dragon that the Blazing Demon 

God told him, and it was only Tier 3 The sacred dragon can speak human words fluently. 

 

As for the humanoid creature on top of the sacred dragon, he has a pair of curved horns on top of his 

head, a beak on his face, no wings or tail behind him, and a pair of sheep hooves underneath, about two 

meters tall. The whole body is very muscular, but only the shoulders and waist are armored, and the rest 

are exposed. The most conspicuous thing is that there is a red flame in his chest, as if it is his source of 

power. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “The opposite race is called the Harata tribe, which is good at melee combat 

and fire spells. It originally had no belief in gods. It seems that it was only in recent years that it was 

taken as a subsidiary race by a lower **** of the fire system.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded secretly in his heart, staring at the other person and said, “Report your race and name. 

My name is Lu Yang. I will come to negotiate on behalf of the human race.” 

 



The Halata warrior on the head of the sacred dragon flickered and said: “My name is Varadok, the chief 

of Halata, what do you want to talk about?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “Is it war or peace? You come to our world. You have to say hello to us and 

explain your intentions.” 

 

Varadok sneered and said: “We have never attacked you humans. Doesn’t this show our intention? We 

have no intention of being an enemy of you, but are forced to come to your world to survive, as long as 

you don’t beat us, We live in peace.” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t believe a word. and said with a smile: “Tomorrow I will go to the city of the Mu Ling clan. I 

hope to see you here. Let’s talk about it together.” 

 

“This is naturally the best.” Varadok said. 

 

Lu Yang took a close look at Varadok. He couldn’t stay here anymore. I don’t know if there are any 

dragons in the city below. I don’t know if there are any spells that can reach such a high distance, let 

alone the enemy’s attacks. Means, so Lu Yang had to go. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

With a roar of Hong Ye, he flew Lu Yang across the Siping area and quickly flew to the distance. Varadok 

stared at Lu Yang and Hong Ye’s back after several hesitations and did not do anything. He sighed and 

said, “Tier 4, **** it. Yes, I have only reached the fourth level, so I can’t keep him.” 

 

The sacred dragon under the seat said, “You are right. With your flying dragon legion, you can kill Lu 

Yang, but the price is too great. If other **** races see you become weak, it is possible. It’s not 

appropriate for you to do this. Let’s discuss it with several other races and make a decision together.” 

 

Valadok nodded, controlling the sacred dragon to fly back into the city. 

 

  

  



  

 

 


